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NO NON-STUDENTS ON COURT REVIEW

Revised Constitution, Election
Rules Bill Presented; GPR Cut
A revised, tentative draft of
the new Student Association
(SA) constitution was present·
ed to the SA legislature last
Thursday night, containing
several key changes from the
first draft drawn up in March.
Also presented w a s a
14-page election rules bill to
replace the old sections in the
SA By-laws. Among key pro·
visions of that bill are a definitely stated membership of
the election rules committee,

officio member are named.
THE PRIMARY changes in
the new draft of the SA constitution were approved in a
series of meetings of the Constitutional Revisions Commit·
tee, chaired by Sen. Frank
Caldwell, during April and
May.
Among them are:
v Reduction of the required
cumulative grade average for
president, vice president, and
president pro tempore from

prohibition of any member
from being a candidate for
election, close supervision of
elections by the Student Court
of Review, and a fine of $5 to
$10 for violation of election
rules.
A chairman, the chief justice of the student court, thepresident pro tempore of the
SA legislature, a member of
each recognized campus polit·
ical party, and editor of The
Oracle who would be an ex-

PAYMENT DEADLINE AUG. 25

Registration Early Birds
To Find Entry Harder
LUCUS SAID that a major
change would be the stamping of course work sheets at
the entrance to registration.
Course cards will not be given
to students without the stamp.
Places around the gymnasium
where it was found that students could get in will be barricaded during registration with
materials bolted to the wall.
"If we let these people
come in to register early,
then there's no sense in sending out appointment cards,"
said Lucus. He added that
often girl friends come in and
pick up cards for their beaus
who have later appointments.
This will be stopped due to
stamping of course.> work
sheets which will be done one
to a customer.
A check by The Oracle
showed that many departments submitted only tempo· ,
rary course schedules to the
Registrar's Office for Quarter
I. This .means tli~t when students ptck up thetr schedules
at the Registrar's Office, they
c~'t. be sure they're correct.
!hts ts not ~he fault the Reg1strar but Is due to the pres·
sure put on departments to
submit course schedules at an
early date, Lucus said.
STUDENTS WHO are away
for the summer will have a
difficult t i m e registering.
Only appointment cards will
be mailed. The University
class schedules will have to be

By ANTHONY ZAPPONE
Staff Writer
"There'll be some changes
made."
That's the word from the
Registrar's Office concerning
registration for Trimester
IIIB and the fall quarter. Particular caution is being directed at individuals who attempt
to register sooner than their
appointment, according to
James E. Lucus, assistant
registrar.
Trimester llffi registration
will take place June 20 and 21.
July 6, 7 and 10 will be the
dates for early registration
for Quarter 1.
ACCORDING TO Lucus, no
money will be received during
early first quarter registration. This is due to the Cashiers Office's desire to save
students from waiting in long
lines. Those with checks may
pay at registration, however.
Instructions will be
received at registration on the
method of payment and stu·
dents will have until Aug. 25
to pay, Lucus said.
Students who do not pay
by the Aug. 25 deadline will
have their course cards returned to the registration tables and will have to reregister on September 14 at
noon. E a r 1 y registration,
Lucus said, gives colleges a
rough idea of the number of
students who will be taking
different courses.

ot

picked up by students at the
Registrar's Office.
Lucus said they aren't being
mailed because they will contain many more pages making
it uneconomical.
Students who like having
their picture made will enjoy
registration for Quarter I.
Photos for identification cards
will be made before entrance
into the gym. When a student
has completed the registration, he will be able to pick up
his finished photo identification card.
THIS WILL NOT be the
case for early registration,
since students will not have
paid their fees as yet. Those
students will pic!: them up
during September registra·
tion.
According to Lucus, students will have a difficult
time changing sections after
the registration period. There
will be no "drop-add" period
after registration is ended.
The only alternative a student will have is to drop a
course or petition to the academic standards committee,
which Lucus says will be much
tighter on such matters in the
fall.
Preliminary esimtates by
the Registrars' Office foresee
about half of the fall student
body registering during the
early registration. Over 10,000
students are expected on cajn·
pus this September.

!ASIC STUDIES FINAL EXAHINATION SCHEDUtE
Trimester IIIA, 1967
EXAHINATION DATESt
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CB Exam Schedule
This is the final examinatinn schedule for
Trimester lliA for the CoUege of Basic Studlee as received from James E. Lucas, as-
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v A guarantee for each college association of one legislative seat, from the original
two.
v A SECTION specifically
stating that qualifications for
election be met prior to a declaration of candidacy. This
complies with a Student Court
of Review ruling last November.
v The changing of presidential elections from November to January. The winners
would take office on the last
day of classes of winter quarter, in March.
The time of this fall's presi·
dential election will be held in
October, however, to avoid
a possible three-month vacu·
urn in the executive branch.
Should it be held in January,
as provided in the new constitution, the president, vice
president, and senators would
not take office until March.
SA PRES. John Hogue and
vice president Don Gifford
graduate in December, and
would be unable to serve until
the March inauguration, when
their terms would officially
end under the new constitution.
If the election were held in
November, Gifford said, election activities would ..run almost the whole quarter, with
residence area elections in
October, a n d presidential
elections following in November. He said it would make
the students weary of politicking.
The following presidential
election will be held in January, 1969, as provided in the
revised constitution. The winners in the fall election would
serve from the last day of
classes in the fall quarter,
1967, to the last day of classes
in winter quarter, 1969. These
are the election times that
would normally rule:
RESIDENCE AREA election within the first four
weeks of fall quarter. Resident and commuter represen·
tatives will be elected.
Presidential election sometime during winter quarter.
President, vice president, and
senators will be elected. No
time limit for this election is
provided in the new constitution.
College-wide election set for
spring quarter within the first
four weeks of classes. Representatives from the five colleges - Basic Studies, Liberal
Arts, Education, Business Ad·
ministration, and Engineering
- will be elected.
ALL REPRESENTATIVES
elected to the legislature
would serve for one calendar
_year, and would take office no
later than a week after the re·
spective election, in the fall,
or spring.
It was also made clear that
the s t a t e d "non-student"
members of the judiciary
branch meant all administration and faculty members, in·
stead of students either not
carrying an academic load or
working for the University.
The Student Court of Review will not have any "nonstudent" members.
MEMBERS OF SA bodies
must be full-fee paying stu-

dents. Faculty and administration members of the judiciary would be appointed by the
USF president and student
members would be appointed
by the SA president with twothirds vote approval by the
legislature.
Neither the constitution nor
the election rules bill is law,
as yet. Full debate on the bills
will start at the next SA meet·
ing set for June 29 at 7 p.m.
in University Center 252. It is
open to all students.
Caldwell, before presenting
the new constitution, reported
on the stalemate reached in
the Senate Higher Learning
and Education Committee two
weeks ago on Sen. Lawton
Chiles tuition freeze bilL
HE SAID the next stop for
the bill would be the Appropriations Committee, and added
t he USF delegation to the
Florida Council of Student
Body Presidents may have to
return to Tallahassee to testi·
fy before the committee.
They had already spoken
with the Education Committee. Caldwell, Cooner, and SA
Pres.
John Hogue were
named the permanent Council
delegates this year with
Hogue the only voting member. Caldwell is vice chair·
man of the Students for Responsible Government (SRG)
party, and Cooner the chairman of the Voice of the Electorate (VOTE) party.
Caldwell also said that John
Rogers, listed as a member of
VOTE by .the Election Rules
Committee afte.>r the last election, "is, and always has
been, a member of SRG."
BOTH TiiE constitution and
the election rules bill were referred to the Internal Affairs
Committee of the SA.
The Library will be kept
open from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
on exam weekend if a resolution passed by the SA legislature asking to change is approved. The Library closes
normally at 5 p.m. Saturdays,
and opens at 1 p.m. Sundays.
Another resolution asking
that classrooms in the Fine
Arts-Humanities Building stay
_open all night during exam
week was referred to the In·
ternal Affairs Committee.
THE RESOLUTION'S sponsor, CB representative David
Pettigrew, said home and dormitories were not conducive
to study, but agreed to table
the measure for further study.
In a vote that roughly followed party lines, a motion to
table a move to support the
formation for a new "Committee for Student Rights"
passed. SRG voted to table
unanimously, with V 0 T E
casting a majority against referral.
The committee has applied
for a charter to the Student
Organizations Office and is
not connected with the SA.
Cooner said however, it
planned to work closely with
the SA.
Co-sponsors of the committee include Edwin P. Martin,
dean of the College of Basic
Studies, and Robert A. Warner, chairman and professor
of the American Idea, Cooner
said.

- 3:00 :e•m•

CB 103

c:B 117

2.5 to 2.25.

sistant registrar. Non-CB's are next Tuesday
or Wednesday (see story page 2).

QUESTION: Why aren't
there any boards leading from
the Life Science Building
(LIF) parking lot to the LIF
Building where the sidewalks
have been torn up?
ANSWER : Due to new con·
struction the side walks were
torn up, but will be repaired
immediately after construction of the building, said Butler.
QUESTION: Why has the
University not adopted the
policy of watering at night?
ANSWER: The Grounds Department does some night irrigation, but due to personnel,
night irrigation is limited. At

the same time, we have as
many complaints from night
irrigation as we do day, answered Butler.
QUESTION: Why is tl1e corner at 50th Street and Fowler
such an eye sore?
ANSWER: The City of
Tampa Sanitation Department
is responsible for the land fill
operation at 50th Street and
Fowler. A fence was removed
a few days ago which has contributed to this condition. The
land fill operation will be
closed permanently in approximately four weeks, said
Butler.

Photo by Anthony Zappone

The Flower Of USF
Senlor coed Cheryl Johnson paused to pick
flowers on a recent visit to Cypress Gardens
at Winter Haven. Cheryl is the current Miss
Tampa and is getting ready these days for
the Miss Florida contest to be held later this

month in Sarasot-a. She is a veteran of over
20 beauty contests and pageants and baa
placed twice before in the 1\liss Florida competition.

USF Gets No-Go
In Oceanography
By R. E. BURNS
Correspondent
There will be no school of
oceanography at USF next
fall. Instead, the Marine
Science Institute, which is
part of the academic department of marine science, will
encompass all phases of
oceanographic studies.
According to Dr. John C.
Briggs, chairman of the Zoology Department, these facilities will be situated at the
Bay Campus in St. Petersb u r g. Additional research
labs, classrooms, and faculty
offices will be added to the
former Maritime Base, which
has been designated as the
single deep water port in the
state for deep water equipment.
Dr. Harold J. Hunn, director of the new facility, will arrive at USF on July 1 from
Queens College in North Carolina. He is former director of
the Duke University marine
lab and is well-known for his
work in the marine algae
field.

DR. HUGH De Witt, an ich·
thyologist, and Dr. Thomas L.
Hopkins, a planktonologist,
will both arrive Sept. 1 from
the University of Southern
California.
The staff and faculty of the
Marjne Science Inlitute were
organized and hired by the
University Committee o n
Oceanography, headed by
Briggs. The committee is now
conducting summer courses in
marine science at the bay
campus in two specially
equipped classrooms. These
are small classes with a maximum of 24 students.
An introductory course in
oceanography for three credits is offered on the main
campus. This course has been
very successful in the past
and. is of interest to those students who may be undecided
about their major.
FUNDS FOR the support
and development of the institute are being procured
through the University budget
request. It will be utilized by
professors and students from

other universities. The state
coordinator for oceanography
from the Board of Regents
will have his office at Bay
Campus.
Dr. William H. Taft, director of sponsored research is
the University's representative to the Florida Institutional Committee on Oceanography. It is a coordinating
body which receives and acts
on recommendations from its
representanves. M any of
Taft's recommendations and
those of the committee have
been used at the Bay Campus.
The Marine Science Institute is now a graduate and research program. It is suggested that a bachelor of science
degree in a related field be
achieved before work is begun
in the oceanographic field.
After adequate faculty and
facilities are obtained in
about a year, a master's degree in oceanography will be
offered.
Those interested in summer
or fall courses . in marine
science should call Briggs at
ext. 541.

Exchange Program Set
For USF, Colombia
By JOY BACON
1\lanaging Editor
USF is now cooperating
with the University of the Atlantic in Barranquilla, Colom·
bia in an inter-American university exchange program.
The program is part of the
"Florida-Colombia Alliance,"
a statewide program dealing
with many relationships between Florida and Colombia,
said Dr. Mark T. Orr, coordi·
nator of International Studies.
Dr. Charles Manker, assis·
tant dean of the College of
Education, Dr. E. C. Anderson, assistant professor of the
College of Education, Dr.
R. L. Shannon, professor, Coilege oi Education; Dr. V. W.
Whitney, assistant professor,
College of Education; Dr.
M. F. Dimbath, assistant pro·
fessor, Marketing, and Orr
visited the Un iver~ity of the
Atlantic recently to work out
details of the future exchange
program.
THEY MET with the president, deans, faculty, and
many of the students at the
University of Barranquilla,
sister city to Tampa. The USF
faculty members told the Atlantic faculty about USF and
learned more about their University, said Orr. "They were
very happy to enter into an
exchange program with us
using both faculty members
and students," said Orr.
USF hopes to begin its exchange program in the fall or
winter quarter, said Orr. "We
will start with faculty ex-

changes." Orr said they also .from Guatemala here at
hope that by next January USF," he said.
some students will also go arrd
"We' are very interested in
that Colombia will be s~nding U1e entire Middle American
to USF both professors and area," Orr said, "which in·
students.
cludes 15 countries, French,
"One of their professors has British, and U.S. possessions.
been invited here for trimes· This area' has a great ·cultural
ter IIIB," said Orr.
diversity," Orr continued,
USF STUDENTS and pro- "with a Mayan Indian backfessors are already engaged ground and English, French,
in projects in Central and Spanish and Indian languages
South America, he said. "We spoken. There is something
also hope to do the same thing exciting and interesting for
with the University of Costa students of all subjects: arith·
Rica that we are now doing in metic, history, geography,
Colombia." Ten students and and even the natural scia professor from Costa Rica ences. "
were here last winter for six
USF plans to work closely
weeks, Orr said.
with other universities in the
USF students and professors state on the exchange proare also participating in pro· grams, Orr said. Orr has regrams in Guatemala, Orr cently been to the University
said. Eight USF students are of Miami and will be going to
going to Guatemala this the University of Florida
summer f o r
independent sometime this month. "'!'his is
study projects. The group is to find ways we can work topresently taking a seminar gether for the mutual benefit
course with Dr. Peyer Wright, of the institutions," Orr said.
assistant profes.s ot, American
USF HAS had many stuIdea, to study the history, economics, and culture of the . dents from Latin America.
This year USF had 61 stucountry.
Both Wright and Dr. Thom- dents from Cuba, two from
as Rich, chairman of Behav- Colombia and Honduras and
ioral Science, will be doing re- one each from El Salvador,
search work in Guatemala Aruba, Trinidad, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile, and Costa
this summer.
Rica.
DR. HARRISON Covington,
chairman of the art departUSF students who wish in·
ment, has been to Guatemala formation about programs in
establishing ties with the art Latin America should go to
community there, Orr said. t h e Overseas Information
"Covington hopes to have ex- Center, sponsored by the
hibits of contemporary folk World Affairs Club, in Uni·
art and Mayan art objects versity Center (CTR) 214.
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STRANGE HAPPENING ON CAMPUS

ecomes
Lecture, F.I Im 0 n UFO'5 Theatre
Tour

Leaves Mixed Reactions
By JERRY STERNSTEIN
Sta.fl Writer
In today's complex world
where most everything has
come under the scrutiny of
being ultimately discovered, it
is Interesting to note that
there are still areas classified
as theoretical and unknown.
One such area of the unknown is that of outer space.
On May 29th at 8 p.m. students, faculty, and interested
citizens from Tampa filled to
overflowing the Business Auditorium. They were treated
to a light view of the world of
the UFO'S or Unidentified
Flying Objects.
THE SPEAKER was the nationally famous Dr. Frank E.
Stranges, director of the National Investigations Committee On Unidentified Flying
Objects, an organization that
Stranges cited, In a vein of
humor, was " in no way con·
nected with or subsidized by
the CIA."
Stranges has a Ph.D. degree and is a practicing minister, according to the back
cover of his book. He has
written several books on the
subject of UFO'S and he con·
veniently had some copies of
his most recent book with him
"at a reduced price of $1.25"
for those believers w h o
wished to make the invest·
ment.
Stranges received $300 for
his visit from the University
Center Special Events Committee, and also sold 50 of his
books at $1.25 each.

aged man, all three seemed to
raise their hands in apprehension.
After some minutes of lee·
turing Stranges prepared the
audience for his 90-minute
spectacle called "Phenomena
7.7" by telling the audience
that this film was not professionally done. In this statement Dr. Stranges was more
than accurate.
THE MOVIE could have
been made or rather edited to
show some startling and very
interesting facts about the 7.7
per cent of those UFO slghtings that are never explained.
But the mood had been set by
Stranges for laughter and enjoyment rather than belief.
The film turned out to be a
collection of home movies,
some used more than once,
special photographic effects
and blurred pictures of disc
shaped blobs. The few good
saucer pictures and Interviews were far overshadowed
by the parade of 'characters'
of questionable sanity in front
of the cameras.
Mickey We1nstein, 3CB,
commented after the film,
"when I went into the lecture
I had an open mind on the
question of the true existence
of flying saucers but after the
conclusion of that farce my
impression is that I could not
believe that such things as
flying saucers exist."
TO A 1\IINORITY of the audience, Stranges' fine use ot
language and his witty remarks served to convince
rather than to degrade the
subject under discussion.
One student Elliot Jones,
2CB, said that "when I went
into the lecture I believed In
the possibility but not probability of flying saucers. How-

STRANGES is director of
Instructors at Faith Bible College and Theological Seminary in Fort Lauderdale
where he received his degrees.
Throughout his I e c t u r e
Stranges, whose name itself
seems to qualify him for work
in the unusual, kept the language of the lecture in a light,
humorous tone.
Many times the audience
erupted in laughter usually as
he threw barbs at President
JohnSon, the Air Force and
the Pentagon for its mishanThe P.E. Majors No. 2
dling and skeptical view on
edged
Sigma Nu 14·13 last
UFO'S.
week to take the Trimester
RICHARD HIRSCH, 2CB, a IIIA intramural s o f t b a 11
student in the audience felt championship.
that "Stranges' jokes and
During the last week of
barbs discrediting the Air play, the PEM's took the
Force and Pentagon served to Sigma Nu win, plus another
lessen the effect of his real victory to win the title by a
purpose of the lecture."
full game. Sigma Nu had only
At one point in his talk the loss to record.
Stranges asked the audience
The three-man basketball
for a show of hands on the champions were John Royal,
question; "How many of you Gary Mullins, Larry Gerguhave ever seen a UFO?" To son, and Ed Holt.
which the response was, three
IN THE badminton finals,
raised hands, two by elderly Don Munafo and Neal Earls
women and one by a middle will meet for the ITIA championship this week. In tennis,
John Fantone and Henry
Caldas, Ted Sexton and Neal
Earls will face each other
with the winners competing
for that crown.
The final intramural softball standings are:
W L Pet. GB
PEM No. 2 8 0 1.000
Sigma Nu
7 1 .875 1
EP Minors
5 3 .625 3
ALMA HARRISON
Varnimacs
5 3 .625 3
asks you to call or come to
4 4 .500 4
ATO
2 6 .250 6
'Iheta Chi

PEM Grabs
1-M Softball
Title By Game

World Travel
Center
FOR TICKETS
AND RESERVATIONS

v Airlines
v Cruises
v Tours
Anywhere -

Anytime

NO SERVICE
CHARGE
PHONE 877·9566

Temple Terrace
Pharmacy
World Travel Center
2624 Hillsboro Plaza
Tampa, Florida

118 Bullard Parkway
(Next to Police Station)

Sell Your BOOKS Now
for maximum value to you
at the

UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE
BOOKSTORE, INC.
10024 - 30th St.
(West of Busch Gardens)

PHONE 932-7715

ever, when Dr. Stranges finished I tended to comply with
his belief. It's like listening to
a powerful preacher of the
gospel; when he is through
with his sermon you are almost afraid not to believe
him."
To end his night on the USF
campus Stranges gave the audiences some addresses to
write to to back up the reports In his fiim. He also told
the audience In closing that
his book was available up
front and so was a record he
had made, and that he would
be happy to autograph them
personally.
A HANDBILL was also
passed out with some infor·
matlon on his soon to be published book "The Stranger At
The Pentagon."
With his closing remarks
the audience gave Stranges a
warm reception. Although his
main purpose of converting
the audience to bellevers may
not have succeeded, he did
seem to succeed in publicizing
UFO's and his books about
them._ _ _ _ _ __

Weak Heart
Claims Life
Of Bower
Donald M. Bower, assistant
cataloger on the library staff
and a member of the staff
since February 1962, died at
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
in B o s t o n, Massachusetts
while awaiting heart surgery,
last week.
Bower had taken a leave of
absence from the University
in mid·April of this year. He
had been ill with .heart trouble
for a few years previous to
his entrance into the hospital
in Boston.
BORN IN Cleveland, Ohio
in 1916, he received the first
of his many degrees at Western Reserve University in

~:oo;nAr~~hitecture,

a BacheIn 1951, he attended Princet o n Theological Seminary
where he received a Bachelor's Degree in Divinity.
From 1954 to 1958, Bower
held the position of assistant
professor of religion and ethics at Inter-American University in San German, Puerto
Rico.
IN 1962 Bower returned to
school to receive his Master
of Science in Library Science
at Florida State University.
In his memory the Library
Staff is contributlng t o the
USF Foundation Scholarship
Fund. Other friends of Bower
may contribute to the memorial by donating to the Foundation Scholarshlp Fund and
marking the contribution in
memory of Donald M. Bower.

Greenland's defense bases
have enthusiastically received
the USF Theatre tour of "A
Funny . Thing Happened On
The Way To The Forum," according to letters received by
family members.
Response has been so large,
they have been doing two and
three shows a day at some
bases. The first five days
were spent at Thule and satellite areas, and then they were
flown by cargo plane, over
icebergs, to Sondrestrom. .
The group has been taken in
and out of some remote performing areas by helicopter.
ARRIVING in Thule, May
18, the troupe was issued parkas in the 25-degree weather
and snow. Thule is 800 miles
south of the North Pole and
experiences 24-hour daylight.
Because the bases are oper·
ated by Danish corporations,
they have entertained many
Danish civmans as well as
U.S. Army personnel and engineers. The students have en·
joyed meeting the Danish people, seeing their films.' and
viewing Danish crafts m the
service stores. They have also
<toured an Eskimo village.
The USF Theatre troupe is
touring at the request of the
American Educational Theatre Association , the Defense
Department, and the United
Service Organizations.
BESIDES
GREENLAND,
the group will perform at
bases in Iceland, Labrador
and Newfoundland. A four-day
sight-seeing and play-going
trip to London is scheduled,
planning to return to Tampa
June 23.
The tour is directed by
Prof. Russell G. Whaley.
Other memers are Joy Ann
deBartolo, Brion Black, Aleida Chemley, Robert Erwin,
Holly Gwinn, Jill Johnson,
Douglas Kaye, Nita Laca,
Margaret McGrath, Donald
Moyer, Carol Oditz, Jerome
Peeler, Barbara Richardson,
John ltyan, Donald Sadler,
James Scott and Norma
Springer.

------Former Student
lniured In Viet;
Buddy Is Dead

Jake Miller, a former USF
student, suffered a head cut,
and another buddy was killed
when a five-inch mount on the
destroyer U.S.S. Bigelow had
a premature burst in the gun.
Two others were critically
injured. The destroyer was
firing on Viet Cong positions
at Hue. Miller was a member
of the guncrew and was in the
magazine immediately below
the mount at the time of the
I iring.
Miller, son of George H.
Miller, USF Cooperative Education director, attended USF
during the 1965-66 school year.

Mono Strikes USF
Every Two Weeks
"M o n o" (mononucleosis)
strikes approxlmately one
USF student every two weeks,
said Dr. Donald Brusca, physician, student Health Center.
It is sometimes referred to
as the "kissing disease," said
Brusca, because it is usually
spread by direct mouth to
mouth contact. But the virus
can also be transferred from
one person to another via
glasses and bottles passed
around at parties.
.
Like most virus infections
the seriousness of "mono"
ranges from extremely severe
to very mild infections. There
are usually no permanent
damages associated with the
disease, said Brusca.
Contrary to popular belief,
in most cases, bed rest is not
necessary, added Brusca. In
fact, the majority of "mono"
victims are not put to bed.
"Mother Nature tells you
when to stop and rest," he
said.
"Mono", stated Brusca, has
an incubation period of approximately 40 days before
the symptoms appear.
Toward the end of this period
the victim usually experiences
generalized fatigue.

Other symptoms, added
Brusca, are a highly inflamed
and "water -logged" s o r e
throat covered with patchy
areas of white membranous
growth, and enlarged glands.
Generally the swelling localizes around the throat area
and the lymph glands but
"mono" can affect the entire
body.
Brusca said that after these
symptoms have disappeared,
there is danger of seriously
damaging the liver and the
spleen. For this reason it is
advised not to participate in
any strenuous activity for up
to six weeks after having
"mono."
Dr. Brusca stated that once
"mono" has been contracted
there is no way to stop it. He
went on to explain that
"moho" is a virus infection
and like all virus infections
(the common cold for example) it has to run its course.
But he added that victims can
be given relief from the distress of the various symptoms. Each symptom can be
treated and relieved, as lt appears, in much the same way
we get relief from cold discomforts one at a time.

Non-Basic Exams June 13, 14
Non-Basic Studies Final Examinations for Trimester IliA
are scheduled for next Tue&day and Wednesday according
to the last class period in the
room in which the course usually meets, James E. Lucas,
assistant registrar said last

•

week.
All Basic Studies final examinations will be given on
Thursday, June 15 or Friday,
June 16 according to a schedule which will be available in
the Office of Evaluation Services.

I

Is Quarter System Beller?
USF Deans Not So Sure
By PAT COPLAN
Sta.U Writer
Are there really advantages
of the quarter system over the
trimester system to warrant
the added expense and bother
of making the change? The
opinion around USF seems to
be that there aren't.
Dr. Harris W. Dean, dean of
academic affairs here at USF
. has been an administrator
under all three college systems - the semester, the trimester, and the quarter. He
said "They will all work but
none of them is so much better that it is worth the
change."
Dr. Dean named some advantages of the quarter system. He said the quarter system "gives a student an opportunity to register for fewer
courses as a full load.
"More four and five hour
courses are available. It gives
a student more flexibility in
attending college. He may
choose any combinations of
.four quarters rather than any
combination of three trimesters."
The other deans at USF
weren't quite so optimistic
about substituting the quarter

system for the trimester system. Edwin P. Martin, dean
of the College of Basic
Studies, could see no advantages in changing to the quarter system. He said the system "may work itself out in
about five years. Any system
would do if they would just
stick to one for a while and
work on it."
Dr. Robert S. Cline, dean of
business administration, said
he was " not aware of any" advantages to the quarter system, but that he, like many of
the staff, has had no experience with this type of division
of the academic year.
He does feel that "we have
been in error in not attempting to be more uniform in the
number of quarter hours used
in courses; it causes too many
scheduling problems because
of t he lack of uniformity in
course loads we should have."
Although Dr. Russell M.
Cooper, dean of the College of
Liberal Arts, can find some
advantages of the quarter system, they "aren't many."
Dr. Cooper pointed out that
.in the new system some stu·
dents will be taking fewer
courses per quarter, so that

IN TAT

USF Orchestra
Plays Tonight
\

The Division of Fine Arts of
USF will present the University-Community Symphony
Orchestra in concert tonight
at 8:30 in the Teaching Auditorium Theatre.
Under the baton of Edward
Preodor, the orchestra will
perform the Concerto Grosso
in D minor of Vivaldi, Mendelshson's Overture to Shakespeare's
"M i d s u m m e r
Night's Dream," and the
Soirees Musicales of Benjamin Britten.
Also on the program will be
a performance of Grieg's
Piano Concerto in A minor
with Steven Permut, piano soloist.

THERE IS NO admission
charge for this concert, but
reserved seat tickets are necessary for admission.
On Thursday, June 8, the
University's Division of Fine
Arts will present a Senior
Concert with Leslie Jones,
piano soloist. The concert will
be in the Fine Arts Auditorium (FAH101) at 8:30p.m.
Jones will perform the following works: Mozart's Sonata in D major, K.311; Sonata
Op. Ill of Beethoven, and Chopin's Sonata in B-flat minor,
Op. 35. Admission is free to
this concert and the public is
invited.

Grant To Be First Grad·
Appointed USF Instructor
ROGER AHEARN
Correspondent
John Audley Grant J r. will
join the faculty in September
as the first graduate of USF
to be appointed as a full-time
instructor. Grant, a 1964 USF
graduate, has been a parttime instructor of American
Idea.
A graduate of Chamberlain
High School, Grant received
his B.A. in Political Science
from USF. He obtained a fellowship to Florida State when
he received his M.S. in government and economics in
1965. At present Grant is a
candidate for a Doctor of Jurisprudence at Stetson Law
School. He plans on obtaining
his D.J. degree this summer
and will begin his career as a
full-time instructor at USF in
September.
A former Instructor of economics at University of
Tampa, Grant was assigned
to the governor's office and
the state legislature during
the 1965 Legislative Session.
During this time he helped research and write the new
state constitution and aided in
legislative apportionment.
GRANT DECIDED to accept the appointment as in·
structor of business law at
USF because he said the University has great potential in
the area of educatlon.
Grant also said USF has
helped the city of Tampa in
its rapid growth, because Industry and business have
come because of the presence
of USF. He also said the trend
is toward construction of universities near large urban
areas. It would provide the
opportunity for mutual cooperation which will benefit
the city and University.
One of the reasons for the
attraction of industries to
urban universities is that the
schools provide a "brain
trust" from which the industries can obtain new ideas
for the advancement of their
individual projects G r a n t
said. Equally important to the
industries is their ability to
send their employes to a nearby university for further
study in their field. Grant said
a large number · of businessmen take courses during the

JONH GRANT JR.
••• the first.
evening sessions.
In September Grant will
join Dr. Hayward D. Reynolds
and Robert F. Welker, assistant professors of law, in the
College of Business.

Clinical Aid
Available In
USF Center
Study skills and psychiatric
programs have been added to
the variety of free services offered by the USF Development Center.
Mrs. Audrey Weislo, head
secretary for the Development Center, said the center
is beginning two new programs. The study skill program is headed by Dr. Foutz,
clinical counselor. Beginning
Sept. 1, Mrs. Delores Sporehe,
a psychiatric social worker,
and Dr. Joseph Lupo, psychiatrist, will come to the center
once a week.
Mrs. Weis1e stressed the
confidential nature of all services. No under-graduate is ·
ever permitted to see or score
a personal test, and all personnel have been carefully
screened before employment.
All employees observe the
student's right to privacy.
. The Center also provides tu·
taring services; reading evaluation; speech therapy for
foreign students, and students
with speech defects; audiovisual testing; and vocational
guidance and counseling for
personal problems.
To apply for any of these
services see Mrs. Weislo in
Administration 172.

they are not tryinng to "juggle
so many balls at one time."
This would enable them, perhaps, to comprehend each
subject better. But, if they
take five courses, "there are
no advantages."
Dean of Engineer.ing, Dr.
Edgar W. Kopp, isn't quite
sure if there are any definite
advantages. One may be that
more courses can be offered.
However there are more
"turn-overs" in courses during the academic year. He
also pointed out that it will
"cause havoc with the co-op
students because many courses will not be offered more
than once a year" and also,
these students will not have
as long to earn money to return to school.
Since there seems to be few
advantages, if any, to the
quarter system which are sig-

nificant enough to make the
change, why go to all the
trouble and expense of changing?
It has been estimated that
there will be a $2-million exchange in paperwork alone.
The catalogues and calendars
and most of the college material must be changed.
The departments say there
will be no acceleration in the
rate of the material will be
given. They will try to separate the courses where there
is a "natural break" and the
number of credits will be decided by the amount of work
required.
As Dean said, " The quarter
system could be a step in the
direction of mass-producing
students; rushing them
.through at break-neck speeds,
but we are going to use very
bit of ingenuity we have to
keep this from h~ppening."

***
Deans Define
Education Ideas
By JUDY VARSELLONA
Correspondent
What is ducation?
Dean Jean A. Battle, College of Education, said, "Too
often education has been defined as a training process
concerned only with memorizing information. This is too
narrow a definition."
Continuing, he said, "Education should be defined as a
process concerned with gaining understanding, values,
and ways of behavior that will
help one to cope with and improve upon his world. The
method of this type of education is involvement, and its
substance may be almost anything that is relevant to better
living."
Dean Battle added, "Education that is only concerned
with the transmission of

J

knowledge is an education
that will not prepare one to
live in the future, because no
one knows what the future
will be like.
"EDUCATION TODAY that
is effective, therefore, must
be primarily concerned with
developing people of good
character who can think
well.
"Thinking is not developed,
however, in a vacuum. It
needs to be developed in relationships to the humanities,
sciences and social sciences."
Speaking more generally,
Dean Russell M. Cooper, of
the College of Liberal Arts,
said, "Education is the development within the student of
his finest intellectual powers,
giving. him the knowledge and
tools for formulating sound
judgments."

Folk Ses.sion
.Today At 2 P.M.
Today at 2 p.m. the University Center Music Committee
will host an informal folk session on ·-the east patio of the
University Center (C T R).
Rick Norcross of the 18th
String Coffee House will
emcee the event along with
other folk entertainers. Stu, dents are invited to bring an
instrument andjoin in.
The American Printmakers
Exhibit is still being shown in
the CI'R Gallery, CTR 108.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday
until June 23. All works are
for sale and may be purchased through the ProgramActivities Office, CI'R 156E.
The exhibit is presented by

3802 NEPTUNII!: (AT CALl!: MABRY)
TAMPA. FL.ORICA
PH1 28~HSS77

the CI'R Arts and Exhibits
Committee.
"Now," said Milt Morrison,
chairman of the CI'R Dance
Committee, "is your chance
to wear shorts to a CI'R
Dance!" Morrison announced
a Bermuda Dance set for Saturday, June 17 at 9 p.m. The
Bermuda Dance will be held
in the CTR Ballroom with disc
jockey Bud Strait. This dance
will be right after finals.
There is no admission charge.
Coming also is a Welcome
Dance on June 24, featuring
"The Soldiers" presented by
the CTR Dance Committee.
"The Question Mark", presenting a variety of talent,
will be hosted by the Music
Commit tee on June 26.

.DIAMOND RINGS

Foreign and Domestic
Auto Repair Specialists

~

AlL MAK<S, MODElS AND Y!ARS

..- European trained mechanics
..- Free pick up and delivery
. - For free estimate call 935·9828

UNIVERSITY ATLANTIC
Under New Management
Fowler Ave. at 22nd St.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 1967
Bulletin Boord notices should be sent direct to Director, Office of Campus Publications, CTR 213, no later than Thursday
for inclusion the following Wednesday.
Time and room schedules of campus organlzations meeting regularly are posted
In the UniversitY Center lobby.

SATURDAY
WESTERN DISTRICT Florida Scholastic
Press Association officers, CTR 200.
HEADSTART orientation, CTR 215.
•
MONDAY
PHYSICAL PLANT supervisors' meeting,
3 p.m., CTR 47.
TUESDAY
FINAL EXAMINATIONS for non-CB

Coeds Express Views
On Pre-Marital Sex

By SHERRIE CASE
Correspondent
''Have you ever had sexual
intercourse? If yes, at what
classes.
age level? If you are still havOfficial Notices
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14
"INAL EXAMINATIONS .for non-Basic FINAL EXAMINATIONS
for non-CB ing these relations how often
Studies classes are scheduled for Tues- cl.sses.
do you engage? Have you
day, June 13 and Wednesday, June 14,
according to the last class period In the
ever been worried about being
Lectures
room In which the course normally
pregnant?
meets.
Exhibitions
All Basic SI\Jdles final examinations will
Do you practice any type of
be olven on Thursday, June 15, or Fri- UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY SYMPHONY
day, June 16, according to a schedule ORCHESTRA, tonight at 8, Theatre. Re- birth control? If so, which
whlch V.:lil be a~allable from the Offica ol served seats, no admission charged.
Evaluation Serv1ces.
ART EXHIBIT, all day, Monday and method? In your opinion what
-J. E. Lucas Tuesday. CTR 1011.
per cent of college women
Assistant Registrar EXHIBITION: New acquisitions by MIAEGEAN PORTRAITS for prospective chael Ponce de Leon, Romas Viesulas, have had relations with their
June graduating seniors and M.A. candi- Victor Vasarelly, through June 30, LJboyfriends? What class in
dates will be taken in the Aegean office, brory Gallery.
CTR 221, today from 8:30 to noon and 1 EXHIBITION:
"Corbusler:
U n I I e/' school are you?"
to 5 p.m. Eligible students may make sit- through June 30, Teaching Gallery.
Ede. Lambert, 2CB, asked
ling appointments in the Office of Cam· EXHIBITION: "American Printmakers/'
PIA Publications, CTR 223.
CTR 108 from 8 a.m. lo 5 p.m., week
these
questions of 420 girls in
IFC RUSH registration, 11 a.m. south days, to June 23.
Center lobby, Thursday and Friday.
EXHIBITION: "Finnegan's Wake" : paper Gamma Dorm. The questionTICKETS for the luncheon in honor of constructions by James Russell, Theatre,
naire used was completely
Dean Robert L. Dennard are available at to June 30.
Sl.25 eoch in the Office of Personnel Seranonymous and after they
~~~·:·lnT~h ~~~i.heon will be Friday at WUSF· TV Channel 16
were completed they were to
DUPLICATING SERVICES will be closed
WEDNESDAY
be returned to Miss Lamuntil M_onday for the printing of final ex- 5 , 00 The swedish scene
amlnat1ons.
N
• Store
5 ;. 30 M"
bert's door or to her mailbox.
GYMNASIUM Is _closed at 8 p.m.
Q~~~t
ancy
s
6 00
NATAT.ORIUM IS open for recreational 6 , 30 Discovering America
THE RESULTS were used
swlmm1ng _from noon to 2 p.m. Monday 7 , 00 General Telephone Special
in a debate course for a panel
through Fr1days. Women mu•t wear bath· 7 . 30 Call the Docter
lng caps. Hours fer the outdoor pool are 8 ;00 Charlie Chaplin
discussion on "Should Birth
2 to 6 p.m. Mondays through Sundays. 8 . 30 Viewpoint
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENT,ER 9 ;00 Profiles in Courage
Control Devices be Issued to
Is open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
THURSDAY
College Women that are Unthrough Wednes~ay; 9 a.m. to S p.m. s:OO Arb Unlimited
Thursday and Fnday.
S:30 Miss Nancy's Store
married?"
6 :00 American Religious Town Hall
Miss Lambert reports that
6:30 Insight
Campus Date Book 7:00
Topic
only "109" of the "420" quesTODAY
7:30 You and the Law
ARMY RECRUITERS, all day, norlh 8 : 00 Legislature '67
tionnaires were returned. Of
Center lobby.
8 :30 1 Spy
ADULT DEGREE PROGRAM luncheon, 9: 00 Desi lu Playhouse
these, "47 per cent" had not
noon, CT~ 255.
FRIDAY
had sexual intercourse and
JAM SESSION, 2 p .m., Center easl patio. 5:00 Brother Buzz
THURSDAY
5 :30 Miss Nancy's Store
"53 per cent" had engaged in
I'TA CONFERENCE, all day, Center, 6:00 Charlie Chaplin
Gym.
6:30 American Religious Town Hail
intercourse.
ARMY RECRUITERS, all day, north 7:00 Operation ASC
0! the people having enCenter lobbY.
7:30 Grow and Show
FACULTY·STAFF
LUNCHEON,
noon, 8 :00 Victory at Sea
gaged in sexual intercourse,
CTR 2SS.6. Make reservations by noon 8:30 Entoque (Spanish news roundup)
Wednesday with Mr.. Angsten, ext. 551. 9:00 Forum (Spanish)
"97 per cent" worried about
FRIDAY
9:30 Teatro Frances (Spanish)
being pregnant, "2 per cent"
"wESTERN DISTRICT Florida Scholastic
MONDAY
Press Associa1ion officers, all day, CTR 5:00 College Queen
have not worried, and "1 per
200.
5:30 Mls• Nancy's Store
PTA executive board, 9 a.m., CTR 215. 6:00 US Navy
cent" had been pregnant. The
6:30 Safety Afloat
most used method of protec7:00 Florida Schools Present Music
7:30 You and the Law
tion was "birth control pills "
8:00 V lctcry at Sea
8:30 You Are There
with the "rythm method''
9: oo oesi lu Playhouse
close behind.
TUESDAY
ON
5:00 College Queen
WHAT WERE some of the
5:30 Miss Nancy'• Storo
• SIDEWAYS
6:00 I Spy
reactions of the girls in
6 :30 F<lrum (Spanish)
• DRIVEWAYS
Gamma Dorm to this ques7:00 Florida Schools Present Music
7:30 Skirt the Issue
tionnaire and to the question
8:00 Operation ASC
• PATIOS

I
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Free Estimates

Featuring experienced
workmanship with the
latest equipment to serve
your concrete needs.

LYLE W. SIMPSON
PH. 932 3696

of birth control devices being
distributed?
Considering the questionnaire was completedly anonymous, most girls had no complaints. And many said "It is
your own personal business
whether you answer it or
not."
Another comment was that
"it was very well presented."
Judy Hanna, 3SS, said "many
girls just do not have the
questions asked so bluntly and
that it would probably hurt
the narrow-minded person."
ANOTHER girl had a complaint - "It was not set up on
large enough scale and a lot
more could have been done."
Opinions on birth control devices being distributed to college women are varied. Ginni
Maurer, 2CB, feels that "college women have too many
o t h e r frustrations without
having to be worried about
being pregnant too."
Terri Roviaro, 3ED, felt
that they should be distributed but not like "good morning
here is your orange juice and
here is your pilL" Many voice
opinions against the pill being
readily distributed too.
MANY WANT to "keep
morals up" and do not want
to "encourage promiscuity."
Susan Dilner, 3CB, feels that
"you must conform to society's rules, and if you do not,
you will have to pay the consequences."
If the pills were made readily available, most girls would
prefer going to their own personal doctor instead of the infirmary.
One girl said she would go
to the infirmary if "she did
not have to answer too many

8:30 Teatro Frances (Spanish)
9: 00 Viewpoint
9:30 You Are There.

'Chalk Circle' Fills
ENA To Capacity

Gamma Coeds
Go Continental·

Continental breakfasts are
being served again this summer
in Gamma Hall. Every morning
BY CORRESPONDEN'l'
most of whom played multiple
from 7:30 to 8 :30 girls come to
roles. The cast consisted of
An atmosphere of simplici- Barry Simms,
the lobby for two donuts, orange
Rina Tiomkin
ty, strength, and ribald humor
juice, and coffee or milk.
Reynolds, Bell Hooks, Sue
was
evident in the Speech De- Curry, John
Dress is casual trench
Cliamberlin, Bill
partment's production of Bert- Lupole, E d 1 y n Dickerson,
coats, robes, or pajamas.
hold Brecht's epic drama,
Tom Thompson, Gilda Gar"The Caucasian Chalk Cir- finkel,
April Salerno, Leo
cle".
Chappelle, Che Che Speranza,
Under the direction of and Mary Kinney. Music for
Frank J . Galati, "The Cauca- the performance was written
sian Chalk Circle" was pro- by Theodore Hoffman, USF'.s
duced Friday and Saturday composer in residence, and
evenings in +he Engineering Jerald Reynolds. Musical ac~
Auditorium (ENA). Despite a companiment was provided
W£:.:1 lack of publicity, the ENA by !sa· Zarif on flute, and
was filled to capacity for both Barry Simms on guitar.
performances .
CLARITY AND unity were
Galati, who is an instructor
ln the Speech Department, achieved in the " Chalk Cirsaid, "We l1ave tried to come cle" by means of suspended
as close as we can within the movements. Extraneous aclimitation of' space and time tions were cut away to leave
to demonstrating the nature an almost abstract sense of
and essence of Brecht's epic lorm without motion. Scenery
set changes demonstrated by
theatre.
the character's positions and
"WE HAVE focused not so focus of attention.
much on the relevance of the
In contrast to the subtle air
play, but on the importance of of suggestion which pervaded
Brecht's theatrical influence the first act, Barry Simms, in
and the impact that this theat- his role as the drunken judge
rical mode can have on a con- Azdak, captured the bold and
lusty humor which carried the
temporary audience."
By means of the alienation second act.
effect, use of masks, and techThe success of the producniques which approach the tion as a whole was enhanced
mime and dance of Japanese by the obstacles which were
theatre,
"T h e Caucasian overcome by the cast before
Chalk Circle" demons trates Saturday evening's perforBrecht's epic theatre which is mance. A flash storm flooded
constructed around the thea- the stage and dressing areas
tre as a teaching device; it of the ENA, and students and
tells the audience about itself. staff -alike pitched in to mop
"The Caucasian Chalk Cir- up and dry off the stage. In
cle, which was the Speech De- spite of this surprising setpartment's major production back, curtain was held for
for Trl III, had a cast of 13, only five minutes.
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•62 through '65

Volkswagen Buses and Campers

OUR

"ALUE

By JANIS BELL
Correspondent
Nothing like a little rain to
dampen a hot day - and 2000
picnicking people at the USF
riverfront! And where did the
multitude find shelter? Would
you believe helterskelter-shelter? Tables, blankets, paper bags - and a few
lucky ones found cars!
But no one seemed to mind
rain-splattered f a c e s or
baked-bean-streaked clothes.
Grinning and bearing, many
returned after the rain for
seconds on the beans.
And who were these happy
people? Our own USF faculty
and staff and their families
who gathered last week for a
fun packed "Day in the Park
in 1896." •
THE GAY Nineties atmosphere was set by music
from the USF band, a roving
barber shop quartet, and six
portable johns. Gaily deco-

OF OVER 60 VW's
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Have you ever looked
across our spacious campus
in a moment of leisure and
wondered why there are so
few trees? John W. Andrews
of the physical plant division
says that there are many reasons for this lack of trees.
The main reason for this
shortage is the pr imary construction which is still taking
place said Andrews. Since the

~

Beauty Salon & Wig Center
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St.
ly Appointment 935-1400

University of South Florida is
a relatively new campus,
major buildings and expansions are still being planned
and tree planting must be
paced accordingly.
Also, underground utility
lines in the area must be
known before planting. As
during initial construction,
only those trees directly on
the construction site are removed, he said.
NOT ALL TREES will grow
in the soil of this area Andrews said. The soil is very
sandy and is no t conduc;ive to
trees that do not have high
endurance to lack of water or
certain mineral elements. The
trees best suited for our soil
t ype are elm, oak, and other
trees with deep-root systems.
Other trees which may not
be natural to this area but
which can adapt to the soil
conditions are used as much as
possible said Andrews. The
type and placement of a tree
in relation to the architecture

By SUSAN HOFFMAN
Correspondent
" Theodore, Theodore," the
girl beckoned as she shook a
bag of cracker crumbs.
A passer-by watched with
increased astonishment and
alarm. He wondered if the
girl were insane.
After all, not many people
go around yelling, "Theodore, " on the apparently
empty CTR patio. The truth
was that Sandi Crutchfield,
5UA, was one of two University students who take turns
feeding a lonesome sparrow.
Seemingly, the bird makes

rated booths boomed with
business at dessert time, customers buying faculty-donated
baked goods, lemonade, popcorn, and snow cones.
The donations totaled $150
and went to the University
Scholars Award for Graduate
Students.
Free gooclies loomed around
the area, some wet from the
downpour, but no one was
without a happy-striped hat, a
paper parasol, or a multicolored pinwheeL Prizes were
given for the most appropriate Gay Nineties costume.
MRS. PHYLLIS Marshall,
Director of Student Organizations and organizer for the
picnic, reported that it has already been recommended that
the picnic be held again next
year.
Mrs. Jimetta Anderson , Mrs.
Marshall's secretary, added
"All that's been said has been
good things: no complaints.
Not even about the rain!"

What Do USF Students
Read In Spare Time?
By JOSEPHINE LAGO
Correspondent
What do USF students read
in their spare time?
W i 1 m a L. Schoenbohm,
manager of the book department of the University bookstore, said students tend to
buy paperbacks that are on
the best seller' list
Recent best sellers popular
with students i n c 1 u d e:
"Games P e o p 1 e Play"
(Berne) ; "Tai-Pan" (Clavell); "Papa Hemingway"
(Hotchner); "The Detective"
(Thorp); "The Comedians"
(Greene); "The Last Battle"
(Ryan) ; "The Double Image"
(Macinnes) ; "The Mandelbaum Gate" (Spark); "The
Medium is the Message"
(McLuhan and Fliors) ; "The
Adventurers" (Robbins); "Up
the Down Stair Case" (Kaufman).
THE NOVELS of James Michener (Hawaii" and "The
Source") are popular as are
books on modern poetry and
science fiction. "Flying Saucers Serious Business"
(Edwards) is selling well, she
said.
"Valley of the Dolls" (Susann) and "The Arrangement"
(Kazan), soon to be available
in paperbacks, will probably
be popular with University
students, Mrs. Schoenbohm
said.
Books dealing with President Kennedy were most popular immediately after his
death. Their popularity has

Due To Maior Construction

A Used Car That Doesn't Look Its Age.
All Models and Prices - Choice of Equipment
Several with Air Conditioning

Stray Animals On Campus
Are Adopted By Students

Rain Didn't Hurt
Gay 90's Spirits

Lack Of Trees On Campus

ROW

tf. .

personal questions."
Others said that they would
go "where it was not known "
or go "to their own personal
doctor because it would !eel
funny walking to the USF doctor."
AND THEN another girl
just said "I do not trust the
infirmary."
For the most part, people
felt the survey was well conducted and Kim Morris, 3ED,
says, "I do not see how anyone could object to a nonoffensive questionnaire that
benefits someone else in a discussion."
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must be kept in mind in order
to conserve its aesthetic
value, he added.
High cost in planting and
maintenace is another reason
why a great number of trees
have not been placed on campus. It costs approximately
$75 to plant one 5 inch oak
tree, including labor, soil, and
equipment said An d r e w s.
Since trees may only be planted in the dormant period from
late November to early
March, a limited number of
them can be planted by the
men and equipment on hand.
ANDREWS SAID that a 5
year projected tree planting
plan is now under way to satisfy the University's landscaping needs. One hundred water
oaks were planted in Andros
Center this year making a
total of 215 trees planted over
the last two seasons.
Next fall 100 more trees are
planned. Some of the trees
are donated but there is a
cost in handling.

decreased considerably since
then.
The much publicized book,
"Death of a President," is not
selling well in the Bookstore.
A probably reason for this is
that other stores in Tampa
are selling the book for considerably less. The Bookstore
cannot lower the price of
books and so only about 50
copies have been sold.
One book concerning the assassination of President Kennedy, "Rush to Judgment"
(Lane), which questions the
Warren Commission's Report
js doing very well, Mrs.
Schoenbohm said.
The books, however, that
are most difficult to keep in
stock are those of a gang of .
kids facing the problems of
growing up. "P e a n u t s"
Schulz) outsells them all.

his home somewhere near the dent, Randy Hylton. Randy,
west side of CTR, because while stalking through the
whenever the girls shake the USF s w a m p, was lucky
bag, Theodore comes flying! enough to discover a couple of
ON THE EAST side of the furtles - about six inches in
center, Mr. Cat makes his diameter.
home. Nameless, diseased,
Wanting to share his treaand continually hungry, this sure, Randy placed the armangy creature has become mm·ed animals in the Cresthe pet of USF "hippies."
cen t Hill fountain. Realizing
No one seems to know just that his pets were unhappy in
where Mr. Cat came from. He their new environment, Randy
suddenly appeared about two regretfully returned them to
months ago and has quickly their former homeland.
become very much a part of
DOBBI PARh."lNSON, R.C.,
the University's social life gave four reasons for the ban
and atmosphere. A cat hater on pets in the dorm: health
cringes at the first "meow," and sanitation, not enough
but many a cat lover has room. bugs, and student allerbougl1t raw hamburger for the gies. She also added that it is
pitiful cat.
very difficult to remove an
Due to a special knack for odor from the rooms.
begging, Mr. Cat has won the
When asked about her feelheart of one student, Barbara ings for dogs, Bobbi replied,
Novak, 4SE. Barbara now "I wish I had one, but it
purposely gets milk for sup- would not be fair to the aniper so that Mr. Cat might mal. I just can't see putting a
have an added treat
dog in a playpen !"
SINCE on-campus students
are not permitted to keep pets
in the dorms, strays are being
adopted all over campus. According to Bobbi Parkinson,
resident counselor (R.C.) in 1. AUTOMOTIVE
Chrysler. Good condition, S100. Musl
Gamma, stray animals can be 1957
sell by June IS. Call 932-8137
kept in the dorm from the 1966 YAMAHA twin-jet 100. Good conditime found until the following tion. $250. Call Fred, 932·5215
weekend.
3. FOR RENT
This policy appears to be ROOMS FOR RENT.
New Jakefronl home
very liberal since usually has J bedrms. w /bath for rent. All new
furniture, complete use of house and fawithin this time, the tempo- cilities. Near Bearss and Florida Ave. $15
rary owner can find a new wk. per person. Call Howard, 229~57
Rooms w/light kitchen privileges for
and permanent home for his young
men w/relerence$, excellent neighanimaL
borhood, near USF & Fla. Coli. Call 1().
4 p.m. 988·3291
Gamma 5 West has had numerous problems with ani- 5. FOR SALE
3 bedroom, 2 balhs. Buill in range and
mals this past trimester. Mer- oven.
Assume Morlgage, 590 per month
edith Rumble, an April gradu- payment. I P and taxes. $1.000 down. Near
USF. Buyer to qualify call 935-7188 owner
ate, was given a kitten named
11. WANTED
Bacardi while interning.
Although Bacardi o n I y WANTED TO RENT OR LEASE: Faculty
member arriving Aug.-Sepl. needs house;
stayed in the dorm for four long
or short term; furnished or unfur·
days, her stay was long nlshed. Call Dr. Hirschberg, ext. ~30;
home phone, 932-0974
enough to spread her pets fleas! These bothersome crea- 13. MISCELLANEOUS
tures have helped to make the SAIL TO THE BAHAMAS. Enloy o unique
vacation as captain of t11e luxurious 37'
5 Westers unders tand just sloop "Sea Song/' All navigational a ids,
safety equipment and conveniences prowhy the policy is in effect.
vided. Yacht suitdb lt for 2 to 6 people.
DOWN THE hall, Ann Rav- Cal l Dave Searles, 935-1520 for charter.
enel, 3EE, and Sharyn Faro, 15. SERVICES OFFERED
1CB, encountered difficulty in TUTORIAL: PriVdte lessons In Modern
trying to find a happy home Mathematics. Anna Belle, B.S., Wayne
[or their stray dog, Jessica. State '51, 935·071•
Excellent typist (graduate sludentJ deBut Jessica, being a friendly sires
typing, theses, resumes, term prJ·
pers,
and pretty animal, immedi- 1496. lellers, etc. Call after 6 p.m. 933·
ately won the hearts of Ann's
parents the following weekend.
Now the Ravenels have a
bouncing addition to their
family and Jessica has a new
home.
Earlier in the year, Ann and
Sharyn were not quite as successful in finding a home for
two rats, "Rho Sigma" and
"Dam It." For sanitary reasons, the rats were Jet lose,
with a tearful good-bye, behind Gamma.
JUST this week, Sharyn
was more than happy to report that at least one of their
In Tampa:
tiny friends is still living in a
9399 N. Florida Ave.
nearby field .
Florida & Madison
A C C 0 R D IN G to Tom
1701 S. Dale Mabry
Parke, 3CB, a simila'l' incident
Clearwater - St. Petersburg
happened to former USF stu-

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Put Yourself in the Picture·

1968 Aegean Portraits for
Seniors and M.A. Candidates
Willi!! taken TodaY.. for June Graduation
• 8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M., except the noon hourr in the Aegean
Office, CTR 221. No Charge!
• Sign up for a sitting appointment in CTR 223, Office of Campus
Publications.

• If you cannot make it today you may make an appointment
with Beverly Studios either in Tampa (307 Twiggs Street) or in
St. Petersburg (Maas Bros. corner lst Avenue and 3rd Street
North) to have your picture taken in either studio.
• Sittings for August graduates will be announced later.
• If you will not be on campus after the end of 111-A, reserve
your book after July 1 by writing to the Office of Campus Publications, CTR 223, University of South Florida, Tampa, Fla.r
33620, enclosing a check for the proper amount made out to:
"The University of South Florida." The charge will be $1 plus
50 cents mailing fee.

Be Sure You're in the Aegean
It's Only a Snap Away!
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Commentary
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No Small Task
Even if you don't think it is important, it should be. The new constitution of the Student Association
now under consideration will govern thousands of students. But
those of you who stay for IllB,
probably about 1,000, will be the
judges of whether the other 9,500
that will flood the campus in September will have a new look in the
government.
We still don't like the idea ol
having so small a number of people decide permanently on an issue
that will affect so many more, and
who will not have a chance to debate its merits. But practicality
seems to be winning out.
The legislature is full, so theoretically, the whole student body is
represented. But if the constitution
is not approved this summer, it
will be a very difficult task in
trying to work around the trimester constitution for the quarter system.
ALSO, THE revisions, that are a
part of the new constitution will
also be lacking, and apportionment
will be even more difficult than before.
This makes our role doubly important. Normally, we would cover
accurately and fully the constitutional debate as it unfolds and let
you be the judge. The normal com·
mentary would follow, from legislators, maybe from a faculty member and from The Oracle editorial
board.
But the number of students who

will follow the debate this summer
is only one tenth of the student
population who will be ruled by lt
and it will take more than a close
examination of the document t0
satisfy any views that would be
missing due to the small number of
students on campus during IIIB. It
will have to be microscopic examination by everyone involved: legislators, The Oracle, and most important, you.

YOU WILL BE the student
committee, due to the enrollment
difference this summer and fall,
that will approve or disapprove
this constitution. The last one was
approved in 1964. It was a time of
quorum trouble in the legislature,
and an inadequate public forum
from which to judge the issues involved. The vote was small.
But now, the forum will be
more than adequate, there is no
quorum trouble, al}d with the recent happenings in Tallahassee, we
believe there is little lack of inter-·
est.
Do not hesitate to make your
views known during the course of
the debate next month. Any imper·
fections will be blamed on the
small number of students who had
approved the constitution, and let
the imperfections slip by. We will
have to do the job that ordinarily
would be the job of thousands
more. We cannot afford to be lax
ln the examination ol this document.

Take Time
COMMUTERS, H 0 WEVER,
may attend a number of afternoon
events. Each month, many lectures, discussions, and fine arts
events are scheduled, both in the
afternoon and in the evening.
Many events such as the artists series and film classics series, are
scheduled at night. Naturally,
when an event lasts longer than an
hour it would be inconvenient to
schedule it in the afternoon.

We hope students will take time
to attend the stimulating campus
event. We especially hope that
students will take an interest in the
events on campus related to their
field(s) of study.

IT WOULD BE sad for a music

or humanities major to miss m
artist series event, just as it would
be ironic if a history or political
cience major didn't care to hear
Kenneth Armstrong speak on Vietnam.
But it would be equally sad for
students in history to avoid concerts or music majors to avoid
hearing Thomas Altizer speak on
the 'death of God' theology.
The fact is that the University
encourages a synthesis of all fields
and interests. We hope students
will take time to attend a concert,
a play, a classic film, a lecture, a
debate. We hope they will me.et
the author and attend the readers
theatre productions and the many
other events that occur at USF.

OUR READERS WRITE

Settlement In Vietnam
Will Mean U.S. Exit
EDITOR:
I was surprised at William F. Pe~
per's comment In The Oracle last week
("Vietnam Summer," May 31). I should
hope that his opinion is not that of the
editorial members of The Oracle. If it Is
your opinion, I should hope that you
would have read Dr. Winthrop's com·
ments that appeared just above, on the
editorial page.
Pepper is entitled to his opinion. I feel
that his view is relevant. I question his
use of some of his lpaded words, such as
"barbaric leadership" or "this wretched
war."
I have expressed my views before in
your letters (column) as well as the St.
Petersburg Times, and in another campus publication, "Counterpoint." But a
brief review might be in order.
1 DO NOT see the opposition to this
war as based on any basis that is sound.
I recognize the right of a Conscientious
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Opposition to war in general. :Rut most
objections to this war seem to be based
on a conviction that the administration
in Washington is run by scoundrels.
Our involvement' in Vietnam started
under President Eisenhower. The greatest single escalation occurred under Kennedy. And it continues under Johnson.
He has stated that with peace, we would
withdraw. We entered at the request of
the Diem government. As such, we are
obliged to fulfill our obligations.
A similar situation occurred in Ma·
laya after World War IT. It took the British 10 years to subdue the anti · democratic or Communist elements. Then they
withdrew. So shall we!
H. WARREN FELKEL
6SS

Those UFO's
EDITOR:
The presentation of a series of plausible photographic Images ~:rouped into a
far from professional film, entitled "Phe.
nomena 7.7," left me in a state of greater positive questioning concerning the
existence of alien UFO's.
I, as I'm sure many others when leav·
ing Dr. Stranges' presentation, looked
into the bright sky-believing a little bit
more in the possibility of extraterrestrial
UFOs."
I am a bit more negative in my opinion of Dr. Stranges. It seemed like he
was presenting a cure-all for sale - Dr.
Stranges Super Saucer Slush? The whole
show had the air of a sales pitch.
HE MORE or less said in a very effective and persuasive manner, "I am
&oing to show you a few things and then
you can buy my book to find the rest of
the exciting story.
"Incidentally, I have autographed
copies of my book here at the reduced
price of $1.25. It will cost you $2 in the
local stores. Get them while they last."
It may be for this reason that other
UFO organizations discredit him. The
facts contained in the film are generally
in accord with other UFO clubs, but is
Dr. Stanges? One more question : Just in
what does he hold a doctorate?
ELLIOTT JONES
lCB

Aggresssion
Is Top Point

Of Anti-Viets
By CHARLES KEATHLEY
Correspondent
The popular argument of most stu·
dent peace groups today is that North
Vietnam has not committed aggression
in South Vietnam. Rather, these groups
claim that the war in that country is a
civil war and the United States has
gravely interfered in Vietnam's personal
affairs.
In his speech, "The Challenge Came
in Vietnam," Earl G. Wheeler, General,
U.S. Army and Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said that as early as
1962, the Legal Committee of the Inter·
national Control Commission, in Vietnam, issued a majority report signed by
India and Canada, stating that there is
evidence to show that armed and
unarmed personnel. arms, munitions and
other supplies have been sent from
North Vietnam into the South with the
object of supporting, organizing and
carrying out hostile activities.
It included armed attacks directed
against the Al'med Forces and Adminis·
tration of South Vietnam. These acts violated four articles of the Agreement on
the Cessation of Hostilities in Vietnam.
"~' DON'T think we should be in Viet·
nam," stated Eric Marks, 3SS, a mem·
ber of "Students for Peace and Free·
dom," leftist group at USF. "By agreeing to serve" in the Armed Forces, he
said in effect, "you are endorsing our in·
volvement in the war. I would either refuse to serve and go to jail or become a
conscientious objector."
Another popular opinion heard was,
"The war is bad, a guy could get killed
• . • they are getting killed. Nothing is
worth that price and I'll do anything to
stand up for my rights !"
"These people very definitely reflect
a minority opinion," said Rick Brown,
4AC, Navy veteran. "There should not be
a question of whether we should be in
Vietnam or not. We are in Vietnam and
we should not hold any punches."
"THESE STUDENT peace groups
that demonstrate against the war and
the draft are a bunch of silly cowards,
afraid of themselves and afraid that
someone is going .to give them some responsibility and make men out of them!"
"When I left Vietnam I was proud to
have served," said Tim Moore, 2CB, a
Marine veteran. "When I got back in the
states I heard people around me saying
that we should not be in Vietnam. We're
wasting a lot of money and men are
being killed - for nothing.
"I watched my buddies being killed
over there. They believed in what they
were fighting and dying for."
THE U.S. has bases in Thailand, bor·
deriiJg Vietnam, from which American
bombers rack Viet Cong installations in
the north and south. The Thais, like the
Vietnamese, 'a re combatting Commmunist
subversion in their country. •
' Ananta O'Krifsa, a Thai attending
USF, stated that, "In order to secure the
peace of the world, I think that America
should be in Vietnam. America is the
most powerful country in the world and
should have a certain responsibility
towards the peace of the world."
"As far as Thailand is concerned, and
as I am one of the Thais, I feel that
America was right in laying hands in the
war, in order to stop it."
"I DON'T think these pacifists and
peace-niks are helping the morale of the
people here or in Vietnam," said Gary
Heath, 4AC, an Air Force veteran.
"People have been drafted before and
we're fighting for the same principles
now as we did in past wars. I believe
that we should be in Vietnam and as
long as we are over there we should give
those men all our support."

Sign Them, Please
Letters to the Oracle must be
signed with a handwritten signa·
ture and be a ccompa nied by student number and classification or
staff position. The Oracle r eserves
the right to edit letters for grammar or spelling, or edit those libelous or in bad taste . Shorter letters
on topics of general university interest win more readership. Letter
deadline is 4 p .m . Friday, preceding the Wednesday of publication.

Photo by Richa rd Smoot

A War Arsenal
This F4 Phantom jet at 1\lacDiU Air Force Base in Tampa is
pictured with its arunament capability, the instruments of
war commonly used for the war in Vietnam. Air·fu.ground
missiles are in the foreground, 750-powid bombs sandwich

the missile pod behind the missile, and napalm bombs are
in the rea.r. Air·fo..air missiles are barely visible behind the
napalm.

DEPICTED IN 'THE WAR GAME'

Execution Of Mentally Ill
Frightening War Threat
By ARTHUR WEINER
The Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)- A motion picture OfJened up rE.cently at a theater near Penn State University. Shortly
thereafter a letter to the Editor appeared in the Penn State Daily Collegian
from an English professor . "I have
never spent a more significant hour in
any theater," he wrote, "and I do not be·
lieve that you can have anything to do in
the near future so important as seeing
"The War Game" - important not be·
cause it may change your life but be·
cause it may change your death."
"The War Game" is a motion picture
which recently won an Academy Award
as the year's best feature length docu·
mentary. " It may be the most important
film ever made," Kenneth Tynan of the
London Observer wrote, and such criti·
cal response has been repeated consistently in nearly every magazine and
newspaper from "Life," "The New York·
er," "Saturday Review," "The New
York Times," and "Newsday" to the
"National Catholic Reporter."
Few who have seen this film can deny
its impact and social importance. To
date few have seen this film which
wouldn't mean a great deal if we were
talking about "The Sound of Music" or
even ''A Man for All Seasons."
"THE WAR GAME," however, is a
film which could help to change the
world. Tynan writes, "We are always
being told t hat works of art cannot
change the course of history. Given wide
enough dissemination, I believe this one
might." Clearly, "The War Game" does
not entertain. It ls for this reason that
this documentary may never reach the
mass audience which might be mobilized
by its truth about nuclear war. "There
has never been a war to end wars,"
writes one reviewer, "but we might have
here a war film to end wars.''

A very potentially real war situation
is quietly described as "The War Game"
begins. The understatement of this film
is its power. For example, is It not so far
from our imagination, much less from
what we read daily in the newspapers, to
conceive of Red Chinese troops entering
South Vietnam? In "The War Game"
an American nuclear threat then provokes the U.S.S.R. and East Germany to
attempt a takeover of West Berlin. The
United States releases tactical nuclear
weapons to NATO. The U.S.S.R., in anticipation of a Western attack, launches
Intermediate-Range Ballistic Missiles
against military objectives in Western
Europe. Great Britain is amongst the
targets.
The film depicts the results of a nuclear attack upon Kent in Great Britain,
but it could have been our own neighborhood. Yes, it hits you where you liv.e. As
world crisis unfolds, the fil m cuts back
to man-on·the-street interviews of real
people telling us t hat war is not likely.
Minutes and seconds later sirens whine,
bombs explode, people are trapped.
There isn't enough time for protection.
THE FILM depicts a minor nuclear
attack upon only a small community.
One-third to one-half of the population is
wiped out as a result. There is no sensationalism in revelations of the attack's
consequences. It is a horrible nightmare,
nevertheless. It is not science fiction.
From scenes of firestorms, to the doctor·
less injured and some injured with doc·
tors who are helpless, it is real and terri·
ble.
More frightening than the physical
damage is the destruction of humanity.
Policemen shoot those who can't be
helped ; civilian raids upon food supplies,
executions of citizens of a population
surviving physically but in permanent
·
mental disorder.
Those who have already awakened to

the reality of our nuclear "deterrent"
can at last rally behin~ the most effective weapon yet available to shake the
majority who have either not heard the
truth about the next war or who are
asleep. "The War Game" by Peter Wat·
kins was produced in England by the
B.B.C. but was too real, too powerful,
too true, too dangerous, too who knows
what - but the B.B.C. refused to screen
it in England and will not allow it to be
televised anywhere else.
FINALLY, THE film is here and has
been screened in scat tered theaters
across the country. The film will eventu·
ally be released for non·the-atrical college
presentations, but the college audience
can not change the climate in this country which supports the current brink Oil
which the world sits. The odds are greatly against this film reaching the audience which it should. Everyone should
see this motion picture. How can that
happen? What can we do?
The student community is probably
that segment of our society which is
closest and most active in dealing with
issues sw·rounding peace and disarma·
ment. It seems appropriate that the student community provide the support
which could bring "The War Game" to
theaters in nearly every community in
this country.
An appropriate beginning might be
for campus student groups to urge local
theaters to book "The War Game" so
that at last the communities surrounding the college will see it.
Succeeding at that, students might
then urge anyone within reasonable dis·
tance of a theater showing "The War
Game" to go and see it. II "The War
Game" isn't appearing in your neighbor·
hood, why isn't it?

'

(Mr. Weiner Is cultural aHalrs director of the U.S. National Student Association).

Today's Protestors Won't Be The Last
By HENRY WINTHROP
Professor Interdisciplinary
Social Sciences
Due to retyping errors, several mistakes appeared in Dr. Winthrop's last article. Omitted lines made Dr. Winthrop
say that Karl Marx gave the hipsters "a
large part of the democratic credo which
they prattle so much about and yet often
seem to understand so poorly."
It should have read "U was Karl
Marx, a. German 'square' - and there is
no 'square' squarer than a Germ!IJl
'square' - who gave them the groundwork for the criticisms of our modern
economic order.
"It was an American 'square,' named
Jefferson - a social dissenter in his own
time - who gave them a large part of
the democratic credo that they prattle
a.bont so much about now and yet often
seem to understand so poorly."
Another line read "They are bitter
over the tragic science and technology."
It should have read "They' are bitter
over the tragic social consequences
which are the result of the unforeseen
impacts of new science and technology."

A third omission turned out " • . . they
refuse to grant a. credit line to these
'squares,' whom they bitterly resent with the battlecry 'Don't trust anyone
over 30 • • .' " It should have read
'' . • . they refuse to grant a. credit line to
these 'squares.' They are blind to the
fact that many of the 'squares' whom
they bitterly resent - with the battlecry
'Don't trust anyone over 30' - have been
trying to remold 'the system' nearer to
their (the younger generation's) heart's
desire.''
A fourth omission appeared as "It
was Hubert Humphrey who made an ef·
fort to revamp the liberal credo in 'The
Cause Is :Mankind.' " It should h-ave read
"It was Hubert Humphrey who made an
effort to revamp the liberal credo for an
America immersed in an age of science
and technology. Any reader can familiar·
lze himself with that credo in 'The
Cause Is Mankind.'
The final article in Dr. Winthrop's series is printed in its entirety.
All the preceding, then, must be said
on behalf of the older generation. The
younger generation - particularly the

hip minority - cannot afford to take a
holier-than-thou view towards the older
generation.
We are all in this thing together, that
is, we are all victims of our current so·
cial messes. But having extolled the
virtues of the older generation we must
admit that society also give their criticisms of the younger generation an edge,
if only because the older generation ac·
cepts society as it ls.
The older generation accepts modern
life with all its imperfections, and works
within its framework. If members of the
older generation try to remove or .reduce
the imperfections of the social order and many of them do - they are forced
to confine their efforts to creeping liberalism, since the system has its own
imperatives. Their criticisms are more
likely to be accepted because they have
clearly proven themselves to be "friends
of the court.' '
THE ACCEPTANCE of the system by
the older generation is in contrast to its
almost total rejection by the avant-garde
of the younger generation. This is almost
total rejection results in resentment of
the younger generation by the older gen-

eration, incomprehension of, o'r resis·
tance to, their allegations - even when
such criticisms are worthy of being heard
- a nd impatience with its members.
Thus, a standstill, eyeball·to·eyeball
confrontation is achieved that profits neither generation. F ur thermore, the social
habit of labelling the younger generation
pejoratively, is strengthened, a habit
which reinforces mutual incomprehension and depreciation. Pejorative labels
are in tur n reinforced by insistence that
there Is a perennial conflict of generations. And finally, this is followed by
stress on the fact that the traditional
conflict of generations has been transfan ned into an irreparable "geenration
gap."
It is about time that the rebels of the
new generation remembered that they
are living on borrowed capital. It is
about time that they realized that the
older generation has bequeathed assets
as well as liablities to a world they
nevl!r made. The time has surely come
for them to wake up to the fact that they
are not the first generation to bring the
gift of fire from the gods - nor will they
be the last.
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s Now Students, ·
l

u

LEXINGTON, Ky. (CPS) University of K e n t u c k y
trustees have unanimously approved what has been called
one of the most progressive
student rights codes in the nation.
Kentucky Gov. E d w a. r d
Breathitt complimented students, faculty, administrators,
and trustees on the code, calling it "a very responsible action."
The code clearly sets out orfenses and punishment as well
as devising a system of due
process so that no student can
be punished without a hearing
for an offense he claims not to
have committed.
IT ALSO defines the university's responsibilities to the
student and states that the
university has no right nor ob·
ligation to punish students for
civil or criminal wrongs they
commit in their capacity as
citizens.
Interpreted as an important
move away from the "in loco
parentis" concept, the rights
code defines a new university-student relationship in
several areas.
Among the provisions of the
code are:
- A complete definition of
actions meriting disciplinary
punishment, including 10 disciplinary and two academic
offenses;
- A clear definition of uni·
versity and student roles as
landlord and tenant;
- Establishment of a university judicial board and a
university appeals board ;
- Concrete regulations prohibiting organizations to dis·
criminate against any person
because of color, race, sex, or
religious affiliation.

ij WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
versity as a member of a - Students at Howard Unicommunity of scholars . . . versity said today that their
and so long as his conduct in "student power" boycott from
and out of the classroom does classes was 75 to 80 per cent
not impinge on the rights of effective, despite upcoming
other scholars, the university exams.
The boycott was the result
should not use its powers to
either condone or condemn of a recent university policy
statement limiting student
him."
Approval of the code eli- protests on campus. The adissued its statemaxed 15 months' work by ministration
the Advisory Committee on ment following an April demStudent Affairs to the Univer· onstration against Selective
sity Senate. Before the code Service Director Lewis Her·
th
ed
was sent to the trustees, it shij'. h
e
on
appear
ey
ers
s
th
b
d
.,
.
speech,
a
for
was cons1uere Y e enate Howard campus
but walked off the rostrum
in four sessions.
when a group of- students
•
During its consideration, the
waved anti-draft signs and
report endured, in the most
an heckling him.
beg
part, attempts by more con·
....,_
THE STUDENT boycott •-..servative faculty members to
from
g
'
backm
unoff1'cial
.ved
retain some aspects of "in Cel
many faculty members ineluding the Faculty Forum, a
loco parentis" policies.
group of younger faculty
members. The Forum released a statement this week
endorsing the purpose of the
boycott, but did not go so far
as to urge faculty participation.
Other faculty members, according to one student, told
their classes to "come if you

Planetarium
Presents New
Star Program

Joseph A. Carr, director of
the USF planetarium, this week
described the series of programs called "Summer Constellations" which he has planned
for Trimester ill.

The programs, he said, will
be given each Sunday at 2:30
p.m. in the Planetarium next to
the Physics Building.
Because of large turn-outs,
made up of university students
and the general community,
Carr suggested that anyone
wanting to attend a program obtain reservations from the plansecretary at Ext. 580.
etarium
AS DEFINED by the report
accompanying the code, the
Carr will not be following a
university's sole, concern is fixed format during the summer
"to provide protection of, anti season. This flexibility, he
facilities for, those who seek hopes, will permit him to vary
knowledge." Today's student his discussions according to any
is an adult and "is at the uni- unexpected developments in the
- - - - - - - - - - -- U.S. space program or in the
general field of Astronomy.

want to, and I hope you
don't."
Several members of the administration expressed sympathy with the students despite a reported threat to uni·
versity President James M.
Nabrit, Jr.
UNIVERSITY DIRECTOR
of public relations Ernest
Goodman said instructors
have been told not to exercise
unusual penalties aginst stu·
dents who are absent from
class. Class attendance is not
required at Howard.
The administration, according to Goodman, had urged
faculty members not to schedt t exarru'natJ'ons
1 .
u e Impor an
t 0 day t0 intiml'date students
· t the boycott.
agams
t
tt · ed
Th b
e oyco gam suppor
th St d t
g f
M
rom e u en
ay
on
Senate and Liberal Arts Student Council, in a 10·8 vote
with four abstentions. Students were told of the decision at a rally of 300 peaple on May 9.
STUDENTS HAVE presented the administration with six
boycott demands, including a
mandate that no disciplinary
action be taken against stu-

dents who participated in the
demonstration against Hershey and that the recent university policy stab!ment on
student protest be rescinded.
Boycott leaders deleted two
of the original eight demands
following Pres. Nabrit's agreement May 9 to let students
work in a committee to draw
up a student conduct code and
to establish a student-faculty
board to hear grievances
against individual instructors.
Out of the approximately
11,000 students at Howard, 800
showed up at this morning's
boycott rally. The classes
which had the highest attendance, "at the most 12 or 13,"
according to one student,
were the sciences and the senior classes. May 12 is the
last day of classes before
exams for many seniors, al·
though underclassmen have
another week of classes.
"THE PARTICIPATION is
better than expected compared to the apathetic people
here," a member of the student newspaper, the HILL·
TOP, said.
Nabrit is out of town today
to receive an award from
Brotherhood In Action, Inc.

N.W.U. Student Senate
Drops From Movement

Pressing

undergraduates and. did not
consider their best interests.
AMONG THE incidents to
which Senate m e m b e r s
objected was a "bitch-in" organized last week by the
Power advocates. The "bitch·
in" resulted from a charge
•that Russell Barefield, a graduate student working on a stipend for the speech school,
had his job threatened by uni·
versity authorities.
One student senator, Doug
Behr, claimed that the
"bitch-in" was the result of
minority support in the Power
Movement. Behr said that
Movement members h a d
voted 8-2 against making "the
Barefield incident" an issue,
but that the two votes had
won out.
The bitch-in had repercussions in Chicago where the
Chicago TRIBUNE attacked
the incident and recommended that the university dismiss
protestors who did not uphold
the "rules of proper conduct
and the standards of decency
and patriotism."
T H E EDITORIAL compared the "bitch-in" with the
University of California at
Berkeley and warned Northwestern "not to make the mistake of viewing student dissidence as some sort of harmless prank which can be justified and condoned as a form
of 'academic freedom' or an
exercise in free speech.''
Breat Davis, a graduate
student and Power advocate,
blasted the Senate resolution
as "a piece of trash."
"The resolution is in keep·
ing with the past history of
senate and its former effeminate actions," Davis said.
A C C 0 R D I N G TO other
Power advocates, however,
Davis' statement was "out of
line" and "unacceptable" to
Movement supporters.
Pines said that he did not
object to the resolution,
which, he added, would have
no real effect on student
power. Senate should not be
- and has not been - connected with the movement, he
said.
The Power movement ''remains representative of those
who are interested, and our
meetings are open to every·
body," Pines said.
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western students e 1 e c ted
EVANSTON, Til. (CPS) The Student Senate at North· Power advocate Ellis Pines as
western University passed a student body president.
PINES RAN on a platform
resolution last week divorcing
itself from the campus Stu- calling for a student revoludent Power Movement, saying tion to change the emphasis
that the Movement's methods at Northwestern from the
are not representative of the "concentration of publishing
research, parental advice,
student body.
The slap at Student Power and monetary profit" to
was initiated in a statement "learning in an aura of con·
by junior David Azrefsky, troversy."
Pines defeated his closest
who accused the Movement of
using "irresponsible means to opponent by 83 votes.
Several senators echoed
achieve its enils."
fears that the Power Move.
Stud t
en power was given a
boost last month when North- ment was being run by non--------------------dithe
Prior to the interview,
rector had been conducting one
of many special programs
which the planetarium offers
each week as special sessions of
university classes or as field
Information Services under trips for secondary sch_ools.
the direction of William DeiHe extended an invitation to
bler does exactly what its
name implies. It keeps files all university students to attend
BOSTON (CPS) - Welles- This year 369 women have
on the· various types of infor· any of the special shows. How- ley College and the Massachu- been enrolled at MIT - 185
mation about the University. ever, in such <:ases, available setts Institute of Technology undergraduates.
Primarily, it is a public seats will be given on a "first (MIT) have agreed to explore
relations office, giving out come" basis. A schedule of a five-year experimental pronews releases to radio, televi- these shows is placed daily on gram, beginning in 1968,
sion and newspapers. Infor- the door leading to the planetar· under which their undergradmation Services also puts out ium.
uate students may take courspublicity for theatre and camAlso, to those who . cannot at- es in eitlier institution.
pus events. ,
tend one ~f the si>ecial shows,
In a joint statement, Pres.
All releases of any type Carr, as ~ost, suggested a meet- Ruth Adams of Wellesley and
come through this office. This ing with the Tampa Amateur Pres. Howard Johnson of
.is the policy of USF con- Astronomical Society which MIT, said "the purpose of the
cerning its public news.
meets at 8:30 p.m. in the plane- experiment is to extend the
Student organizations are tarium on the first Friday of the diversity of educational expenot publicized, but Informa· month.
VALPARAISO, Ind. (CPS)
ri~nces now available to stution Services may be contact·
dents in the curricula and the - Students at Valparaiso Uni·
ed for advice on publicity.
environments of both institu- versity were given votes on
Anyone with requests for
The University of South Flori- tions."
four f a c u 1 t y committees,
knowledge may call for the in- da subscribes to some 3,000
handle most of the Uniwhich
The presidents announced
formation, ext. 181, or they journals and periodicals and is their proposal that a joint Fa- versity's administrative de· may be referred to other ser· a depository for U.S. Govern- culty-Administration commit· cisions, at a faculty meeting
ment publications.
vices.
tee be set up with members yesterday.
The action reversed an earchosen from each institution
to develop the form and lier r uling by the University
schedule for the experiment. Senate which had given students seats on the committees
THE STATEMENT added, with no voting power. (Made
however, that "no formal or- up of administrators and fac·
ganizational bond has been ulty, the University Senate is
considered, and none is con· elected by the entire faculty.)
templated. We believe that it
Involved in the decision are
is important for Wellesley committees on academic proCollege and MIT each to re- gram, academic progress, ac·
tain its own character, tradi- ademic resources, and student
tin, and autonomy."
affairs. Students will have two
Since Wellesley and MIT votes of 11 on each of the
are 12 miles apart, special committees. Those to serve on
scheduling may have to be the committees will be chosen
worked out. Wellesley has by the president of the Stu1,700 students, and MIT has dent Senate.
3,800 undergraduates.
The move came with a com·
MIT and Harvard Universi- plete revision of all faculty
ty now have an arrangement committees, which reduced 20
by which students in either groupings to the four. Revi·
university may take courses sion of the committee strucin the other without payment ture and appointment of stuof additional fees. More than dent members climaxed a
are involved in this ex- quiet two-year campaign for
300
Special student and staff prices are in effect at
however, most of reform, led by faculty mem·
change;
the linen room in Argos Center. Staff prices are
them are graduate students hers with occasional student
tJiso in eHect at the main office.
taking specialized courses not participation.
Sociology professor Jeff
available on their own camJohnson said he was "confl.
pus.
In the Wellesley-MIT pro- dent that students are capable
gram, undergraduate students of performing these jobs
would receive credit toward well" ·a nd saw the action as
their degrees for all courses "a ray of hope for the Univertaken in either institution. sity."
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By BARBARA WRIGHT
Feature Editor
There are approximately
400 ex-servicemen attending
USF, and as can be expected,
there are many adjustments
to be made from military to
civilian life.
One GI is Mike Fite, 1CB,
who returned from 11 months
in Vietnam. As a Marine. he
toured a lot of the country
and enjoyed such things as
sleeping on the ground and
eating C-rations.
The reservist is another
type of serviceman getting a
college education. L e or y
Davis is one such person.
These Navy reservists go on
two weeks duty each year if
they have not completed their
active duty. In addition students attend a meeting each
month.
ALL THE local members of
the Veterans Club are attending USF on the GI Bill. They
have the problems of study
time and living on a tight bud·
get.
Most live off campus and
many hold part-time jobs.
Wives of married members
usually help out by working.
The money they receive is
adequate to cover the costs of
tuition, books and a moderate
amount for living expenses.
This leaves the student with
additional expenses and outside activities.
THE STEPS to follow to receive GI benefits are relative·
ly simple. First, apply to the

regional office within 15 days
after the beginning ot the
term to get full payments. To
get an application visit or
write to Veterans Administration Regional Office, P.O. Box
1437, St. Petersburg, Florida
3373L
Soon received is a Certifi·
cate of Eligibility, telling the
amount of money approved. It
should be taken to the Rec·
ords Office, Administration
(ADM) 272.
Next a card is mailed
monthly to sign and certify
the number of hours the GI is
taking, his status, and others.
This should be sent back to
receive the approved money.
APPLICANTS FOR the GI
Bill are accepted if they have
been on active duty for at
least 181 days or have been
released for acceptable condi·
tions, after February 1, 1955.
They may attend any approved course at a college,
vocational, business, high
school, or correspondence
schooL
The education limit is 36
months, which covers four
school years (nine months
each) for a veteran who has
served active duty for three
years. If he has served less
than three years, he can receive one month's education
allowance for every month he
was in active duty.
The Veterans Administration does not provide training
after eight years from the
date of your last discharge.
Any questions may be re-

ferred to Assistant Registrar
James E. Lucas, ADM 264,
AXt. S5L

Prof. Sandhu
Leaves USF
For Canada
Harjit S. Sandhu, assistant
professor of sociology, said
that he will be leaving USF at
the end of Trimester Ill-A to
accept an associate professorship at the University of
Guelph in Canada.
The move, he explained,
was prompted by the nearing
expiration date of his visitor's
visa.
The soft-spoken, India-born
assistant professor had re·
ceived a three-year visitor's
permit which is the maximum
provided for by the U.S. Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961.
Dr. Sandhu had high praise
for USF's staff, faculty, and
students, saying that he had
been more than "favorably
impressed by the University's
growth potential" and by the
"friendliness and courtesy" of
the university community.
The soon-to-be associate
professor expressed thanks,
also, to the general bay area
community for the "kindness"
shown to him during his many
speaking engagements with
various bay area organizations.

Kentucky ROTC Student
May Lose Commission
LEXINGTON, Ky. (CPS)A University of Kentucky senior may be the first ROTC
student in the nation to lose
Jtis commission because of his
activities in opposition to the
war in Vietnam.
Don Pratt, a campus leader
an avid opponent of the war,
will not receive a scheduled
commission as a second lieutenant in the Army, a source
close to Pratt revealed, due to
"an agreement between Don
and ROTC officials."
Pratt said he would like to
join the Peace Corps.
IT WAS learned that Pratt
agreed not to press the matter
of an ROTC commission when
confronted by ROTC officials
about his anti-war activities.
When contacted about the
alleged agreement, P r at t
said, "I don't want to embarress the ROTC personnel on
campus in any way. Col. Parker (a professor of military
science) was very fair and
just about it . . . I just feel
that young men can best fight
for their country in the Peace
Corps."
Pratt stated that he is not a
conscientious objector. He declined further comment on the
commission agreement.
A SPOKESMAN in the Pentagon's Policy and Programs
ROTC division in Washington
said that such an agreement
is unique in the history of
processing and denying commissions.
"This type of situation has
not come to our attention before," the Pentagon spokesman said. "The usual reason
for cancellation of a commission is inaptitude which may

involve lack of leadership or
some other compar~ble prob·
lem."
The spokesman said that a
"board of officers" on the college campus must recom·
mend the cancellation to
make it official. All recommendations of this type are
reviewed by the Department
of the Army in Washington.
ROTC STUDENTS on other
campuses have affiliated with
groups opposing the Vietnam
war, but they usually have
ceased their anti-war activi·
<ties when warned by military
officials.
A Pentagon report released

earlier this year stated that
association w i t h dissident
groups could endanger a stu·
dent's chances of getting a
commission upon graduation.
At the Un iversity of Washington in Seattle, some cadets
were collecting information oo
anti-war groups until asked to
cease the activity by the senior ROTC instructor, Pentagon officials stated.
Pratt is a member of the
University Christian Movement (UCM) and the University Campus Christian Fellowship (UCCF), and is the convener of the Lexington Citizens for Peace in Vietnam.

Study Shows Frosh Pullers
Likely To Have Poor Grades
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
- Freshmen who have poor
grades and participate in few
campus activities are also
likely to be smokers, a recent
University of Illinois study
has shown.
Published in a recent issue
of the American Medical As·
sociation's Journal, the study
of 3,557 freshmen showed 40
per cent to be smokers.
The director of the study,
Dr. Dorothy Dunn, said
"there was an inverse associ-

ation between grade averages
and smoking." She reported
16.7 per cent of the "A" students smoke while 59.1 per
cent of the students below the
"D" level have the nicotine
habit.
Dr. Dunn reported that par- ,
ticipation in campus activities
reduced the odds of a stu·
dent's smoking. A third of
campus organization leaders
and 39 per cent of their clubs'
members smoked; almost 50
per cent of the non-joiners
smoked.
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lor Personal Employability,
created in September of 1966,
is an experimental and developmental activity of USF
through the USF Center for
Continuing Education. It's located in the heart of Tampa's
commercial and business district at 1212 N. Florida Ave.
The overall purpose of the
Center is to experiment with,
develop, and demonstrate
ways to pt·epare people for
successful employment.

The United States Department of Labor is financially
supporting the Center by a direct grant to USF. Donald P.
J aeschk e, assistant professor
ol distributive education, is
the director of the center.
THE PURPOSE of the center is six fold.
1. To aid unemployed or
under • employed high school
graduates in Hillsborough
County.
2. To enable each to become more familiar with employment opportunities available in the Bay Area.
3. To explore the skills and
abilities these opportunities
require.
4. To match an individual's
interests, aptitudes, skills,
and abilities with job demands.
5. To come to grips with the
employment problems high
school graduates face.
6. To tailor educational and
vocational experience to individual needs.
There are approximatly 31
courses which work towards
. the purpose. The courses are
related to the areas of speech,
reading, English, communications, occupational explorations, math, and several advanced business courses in
typing, shorthand, and stenoscript.
A course of special interest,
Tampa, Our Town, is aimed
at fully acquainting its students with the city itseli: its
industrial sites, manufacturing, and labor facts among
others.
THE OENTER'S program
provides for personal services, occupational exploration, individually designed
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coverage.
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deferred until you
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Joe Hobbs
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3843 Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa, Florida
Phone 877-8387

cations skills in the areas of
reading, listening, writing,
and speaking, commercial
and applied mathematics, in·
tensive small-group instruction (17.2 students to a teacher) programmed materials
and teaching machines to supplement conventional instruction.
In addition, each student
has assigned to him a coordinator, an advisor, and a counselor.
There are 31 staff members
who are assisting participants
in the occupational exnlora"
tions of civil service, busin e s s, distributive, health·
related, and industrial education.
TO BE ELIGffiLE to attend
the Center one must be a high
school graduate within the
age range of 17 to 35 who
has a desire and a need to
develop or to improve marketable skills for successful
employment.

·

THE..RE ARE presently between 110-130 full time day
students and 65 evening students. The Center feels that
the main purpose1 for these
d
people atten ing c asses is to
· persona1 emp1oya.
b etter the1r
bility.
Terminated students have
been selected for employment
by such companies as Sperry
Microwave and General Telephone among others.
Director Jaeshke has requested funds to continue the
Center for another year. As it
stands now the Center will
close in July 1967.

J
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Approximately 100 students
will enroll in a sequence of
academic courses taught by
faculty members of Florida
State University. Studies will
include courses in art history,
Italian, English literature,
history, classics, humanities,

'~

Looking for a job? If so,
why not consider on-campus
~j posi tions? Many types of jobs
~ are available in many fields
from television and clerical
religion, and philosophy.
work ~o physical labor.
STUDENTS will live and
Durmg the year there are
study in a 15th century Flor- about
1,000 USF students
entine villa. Side trips are
planned to nearby cities in· working around campus.
Two types of campus jobs
eluding Rome. The Christmas
are available. One is the stuholidays are free for the student assistant. He may work
dents to travel.
a maximum of 20 hours per
The total cost, approximate- week if carrying a full acaly $1,500, includes transporta· demic load.
tion to and from Florence,
THE OTHER is the College
registration, insurance, room
Study Program
Work·
.and board. This amount will
(CWSP), funded by the U.S.
the
with
vary in accordance
Department of Health, Educaregistration and out of state
tion and Welfare under the
applicanormally
fees
tutition
Economic Opportunity Act.
ble to graduate and nonIt permits work of a maxiFlorida residents.
mum of 15 hours a week on
Requests for application campus while a full-time stumust be addressed to Univer- dent, or 40 hours when not a
sity Study Center, Office of student.
the Dean, College (){ Arts and
A student must be a U.S.
Sciences, Florida State Uni- citizen to participate in the
versity, Tallahassee, Florida,
program.
32306. Seven USF students
TO GET employment on
have already been accepted
campus a student must first
for the program.
be accepted to USF and be
enrolled as a full-time student
to be eligible for part-time
work. Graduate students may
also apply.
Next an application to the
· •
Financial Aids office admin15
tration (ADM) 166 1·s necessary, completing a Financial
Aid application, and in some
cases, a confidential financial
statement. Acceptance depends mainly on parent income and student need.
Maintenance of a 2.0 grade
sponded, "I think there are
different political lines on point average is necessary. It
is labled "priority one., Stulicking stamps."
SMC coordinator Lind a

Abroad

Application for the 1968-69
University Study Center in
Florence, Italy, has been extended until 19 available
spaces are filled, Dr. Mark
Orr, associate professor of international studies, said recently.
The study center is open to
students in any state university in Florida who have com·
pleted 30 hours or more and
have maintained a 2.5 GPR or
higher. Applicants must have
completed CB119-120 and have
the approval of their adviser
or departmental chairman.
Students under 21 must also
have parental permission.

~
'·

dents may obtain " second pri·
ority" if they do not meet
first priority but still have financial ne&d to meet educationa! expense.
MARRIED STUDENTSmust receive a certification
from their parents stating
that they receive no financial
assistance for education.
"Third Priority" is a single
student who does not meet requirements for priority one
but still needs education
funds.
After final approval by Kermit J. Silverwood, director of
financial aids, a student sees
Placement Services, in ADM
280, for employment placement. He will be given a reterral form which introduces
him to the prospective campus employer.

Chicago Group To Initiate
Fall March On Washington
By BERNARD FARBER
1'he Collegiate Press Service
CHICAGO, Til. (CPS) - Stu·
dents from 118 universities
and high schools issued a call
here this weekend for a nationally coordinated fall campus referendum on the Vietnam war and an October
"March on Washington."
The Student Mobilization
Committee· (SMC), which
sponsored the conference at
the University of Chicago,
grew out of a similar meeting
last December which initiated
the April 8-15 "Vietnam
Week."
The conference's proposal
of a fall "March on Washington" is being forwarded to the
Spring Mobilization Committee, headed by Rev. James
Bevel, aide to Dr. Martin
Luther King.
THE CONFERENCE also
took a position against II-S
student deferments, called for
the organization of draft resistance unions, and approved
the idea of community referenda on the war.
Other highlights of the conference included the formation of a national high school
mobilization committee and
discussion of non-cooperation
with the draft.
Ten advocates of a plan to
provide financial assistance to
people o r g a n i z i n g noncooperation with the draft
through a Madison, Wis.,
clearing house walked out
when the question was referred to a continuations committee.
1\fANY ARGUED that therecent large marches had l1ad
great impact on the population "making us a legitimate
movement," but Dick Harris,
of Berkeley, said, "I'm tired
of marching ... It's an overnight gig, you sleep with some
broad and go home ... let's
get real."
A caucus of black students
issued a report stating that
"if the civil rights movement

SEASCOPE OF NORTH TAMPA

RENTALS

given to those candidates
most likely to benefit from the
Center's programs and services.
The services of the center
are not limited to the lowincome group and they are
desirous of having a representative sampling <>f the entire
Bay Area.
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is expected to expend time
and energy developing creative alternatives to the racist
war in Vietnam, the peace
movement must be expected
to spend equal time seeking
creative alternatives to racist
wars here at home.
"We would rather not see
the troops brought home if it
means 400,000 trained white
killers returning to America
which still gives mandate to
white folks .killing black people."

WHEN THIS department receives the official appointment papers, the s tudents will
be placed on the payroll.
A student may apply anytime for a campus job; there
is no deadline. To work nex t
fall, an application a week before the quarter starts is

Med StudentS
Dodge Draftf
Protest War

SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) More than 250 students at 25
medical schools have signed
statements refusing to serve
with the armed forces in Vietnam.
The signers include 76 of the
303 students at Stanford University Medical School, 45 of
the 475 students at San Francisco's University of California Medical Center, 16 students at Harvard Medical
School and 17 students at
Western Reserve University
Medical School. More than 80
faculty members at the 1:\vo
California schools signed
statements supporting their
students.
S
igners of the statement
led
p ged to "seek means to
serve (our) country and humanity which are compatible
and enwith
· h the preservation
r1c ment of life." Their statement said that "in the name
f f ed
o· re · om, the United States
lS wagmg an unjustified war
·
m Vietnam and is causing in·
calcuable human suffering."
Spokesman for the group
said, "Many of us want to
work for a new set of priorities in the medical profession.
We have been involved in and
intend to work for the extension of adequate health care
to all citizens, including the
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zational representation
50-man continuations commit- since it consists of a member
Work on the Fall Frolics "'
tee until SDS's national coun- of the Communist Party, a
begun and the Student j
has
t
SocialYoung
the
of
member
it
not
or
whether
decided
cil
wants to affiliate with the ist Alliance, anct herself, "a ~' Association (SA) needs "
SMC, and that he and three fiercely independent pacifist." ~~ personnel to staff and head b.
1· committees.
other SDS members were The conference voted to exApplications are availI
ten.
to
staff
the
pand
comthe
from
withdrawing
Kissinger took notice of ~ able in the SA office, CfR ,•:
THEY CALLED for encour- mittee.
21
"In many respects," Jacob· Mothers Day by presenting a . 9, or by phoning Carol
aging the formation of draft
The natatorium, i n d o or advantage of the sunshine. In
resistance unions in both son charged , "this conference bouquet of flowers to "a ~ Smith, Ben Hooks, or Joe
Angermier at ext 615, CTR ~· swimming pool, was finished case of stormy weather,
black and white communities was undemocratic ... You've mother to be," Berkeley ac156-A through Mrs. Phyllis ' April 15, and is not receiving classes will be held in the naand campuses, along with got a staff and a committee tivist Bettina Aptheker, quipMarshall, director, student ·~ much use this summer. It is tatorium.
it
way
the
"that's
that
ping
will.
at
almost
act
can
that
"concrete proposals" for "or}~ open for recreation from 12 to
Argos pool is open from 2 to
ganizing white people" to You have no way of control- will go, building the Left one 1~ organizations.
appli·
FOR
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2 p.m. every day.
time."
a
at
will
you
day
One
them.
ling
6 p.m. every day for recrea"build a white radical movecations is June 7 for com- .
Kissinger closed the meetregret not having been more
ment in this country."
The pool is open to s tudents tion. It will not be open at
page 113 ~ mittee members or chairfrom
quoting
by
ing
democratic."
and staff. According to Dr. night. However, the physical
The · conference endorsed
DAN STERN, of the Chica- of " Quotations from Chair- -~ men. Qualifications are ~.· Richard Bowers, athletic di- education department will be
the proposal, reversing an
i
Tung" ·. "Talks, • ability and interest.
glad to <>pen it at night if
earlier 123-173 vote against a go SMC ' called 1't ridJ·culous to man Mao Tse
~ The SA committee is cur- ~; rector, 18 to 20 people swim enough students want it. In·
should
speeches
and
articles,
tendencies,
different
represent
staff.
mostly
day,
every
there
enand
statement supporting
r en t I Y negotiating con- ·~
on the staff if they "just lick be short and concise. Meetterested persons should concouraging draft resistance.
The natatorium measures 25 tact Bowers.
tracts with Glen Yarbo- ·
too
on
go
not
should
stamps." Conference chair- ings also
After a 225-88 vote opposing man C. Clark Kissinger re- long."
~1 rough and "The Associa- ;:. yards by 20 meters. The
A pool will also be built in
'' water is kept at a constant Andros. Definite plans have
the II-S deferment, Franklin - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·iii tion."
~'® The Frolics is scheduled ~ temperature of about 70 de- not been made as to when.
Alexander of the E. B. Du~ for Oct. 18-22. Wednesday ~~ grees.
Bois Clubs called for "those
~ night will feature a Fine ~~ Rules for swimming are the
who voted to abolish li-S to
KINGCOME'S
Arts Concert; Thursday " same as in Argos pool. There
turn in their TI-S right now to
will bring Glen Yarbo- id are locker rooms and shower
the chairman."
TRIMMINGS
rough; and Friday, The f' facilities nearby.
Sewing and Costume Suppli"
ALEXANDER was initially
H
' Association.
Millinery and Needle Point
Swimming classes are still
applauded by the audience,
~
[
but he later withdrew his motif:JM~~~1i.~~;;;~:t~tr~~~!*~WttJi;1~&;$i~~~J being held in Argos pool. The Fla. Ave. & Fowler Ph. 935-1161
reason is, of course, to take 1
tion, commenting that "these
NEW YORK (CPS) - A infringed "when an institupeople who voted for ta.king
away the TI-S have them- recommendation that colleges tion of higher learning decides
selves shown that the whole and universities "cease, on as a matter of educational
position is unviable and unten- their own, to make available policy to cease calculating
able" since they were not to Selective Service informa- class standing, or to do so and
willing to give up their own tion on grades and class not report such data to the Serank" has been made by the lective Service System."
deferments.
C i v i I Liberties
American
Earl Silbar of the Pro'gresCommenting on the policies
(ACLU).
Union
a
sive Labor Party (PLP),
of faculty members who have
The civil liberties group decided to give all their stuMaoist group, said that it was
that academic values dents "A's" or no grades in
charged
"demagogic" for people who
advocate retention of TI-S, yet are perverted by tying mili- protest against institutional
believe in collective as op- tary deferments to students' policies of releasing grades to
posed to individual action, to grades and class rank. In Selective Service, the ACLU
call for individual action by such circumstances, . t b e stated that "if an institution
ACLU stated, grades take on has a known policy of gradtheir opponents.
M i k e Zagarell, national a "life and death significance ing, either written or implicit
youth director of the Commu- which can only impair the in terms of employment, and
nist Party, told the conference w h o I e educational enter- if a teacher decides on his
own not to submit grades, his
that "the Communist Party prise."
Selection of e a s y courses action is not a matter of civil
agrees with the concept of a
summer of intense peace ac- and institutions by students to liberties concern."
tivity for the student move- maintain high class rank and
exempment'' centering around oppo· thus assure military
aca·
the
vitiates
further
tion
sition to the draft, building
"black-white . . . as well as demic process, the ACLU
student-worker unity," and sakl.
looking forward to a "naTHE ACLU'S statement folstudent lowed a six-month study by
tionally- cordinated
action ... for next fall."
the civil liberties group's AcaCommittee on
ZAGARELL also called for demic Freedom
impact of
liberties
civil
the
"an independent presidential
with
cooperation
academic
candidate for peace and freeregulaService
Selective
the
dom in 1968," and urged the
formation of "a national stu- tions.
Selective Service officials
were urged to eliminate claS&
ranking and grades as stanScientist, engineer, technologist •.• wo,rking together, they
dards for student draft deferments, and substitute a statehave reached heights beyond man's wildest dreams. This same
ment of good standing.
is present in our community, at the Exchange Bank
teamwork
The ACLU said that stuof Temple Terrace, building a better life, and a more prosperous
dents' civil liberties are not

f for frohcs
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Student Draft
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Prices Start

HONDA OF TAMPA
Phone 258-5811
2301 S. MacDill

SA Need. StaffJ

U

shapes the world
~...of wheels

See Bill Mun•ey -

dent committee for an lndependent peace and freedom
ticket."
Dee Jacobson, of Students

DONALD COLBY, coordinawith
tor of placement, works
f .
t d , . . b
s u ent s m JO s o mterest
to the applicant.
The third step is the interview for the position. (If the
d ,
for the po •
stu
. . ent s not hired
sttion, he should return to
Placement for another referral.)
After being hired, the final
step is to report to Finance
and Accounting, Payroll Section, ADM 141, and complete
payroll forms.

board in the Administration
Building.
-------
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future for everyone living here.

Terrace
Beauty Salon

The staff of the Exchange Bank of Temple Terrace extends a
friendly welcome to you. Come in and see us today for checking accounts, saving accounts and many other helpful services.
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Shopping Center
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